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Résumé
Comment utiliser la théorie de la recherche et la planification de chemins pour formuler et résoudre
un problème de détection dans le contexte de la recherche et sauvetage en milieu terrestre
considérant des aspects pratiques tels que les contraintes de visibilité découlant du terrain? Pour
répondre à cette question, nous présentons une nouvelle formulation introduisant les contraintes de
visibilité du chercheur (le problème de planification du chemin optimal du chercheur avec visibilité
ou OSPV). De plus, nous présentons une extension multicritère du problème. Dans un premier
temps, l’efficacité du plan de recherche est quantifiée par la probabilité de retrouver l’objet
recherché; un programme en nombres entiers mixte est comparé à Ant Search, notre adaptation de
l’optimisation par colonies de fourmis. Ensuite, l’extension multicritère intègre les aspects de
sécurité du chercheur et de complexité du plan; Ant Search est alors étendu pour introduire Pareto
Ant Search et Lexicographic Ant Search.

Abstract
How can search theory and path planning concepts be used to formulate and to solve detection
search problems in the context of a ground SAR operation while taking into account practical
aspects such as terrain visibility constraints? As an answer to this research question, we have
formulated a novel detection search problem to include the searcher’s visibility constraints (the
Optimal Searcher Path problem with Visibility) and we developed solving techniques for the single
criterion and for the multi-criteria cases. In the single criterion case, the search plan’s efficiency
corresponds to the probability of finding the search object (i.e., the goal); a mixed integer linear
program is presented and compared to our novel Ant Colony Optimization adaptation called Ant
Search. The multi-criteria case introduces the searcher’s security and the plan’s complexity as
supplementary efficiency criteria; the initial Ant Search algorithm is extended to Pareto Ant Search
and to Lexicographic Ant Search.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The action of searching is an important part of many real world operations. For instance, we may
think of police operations, mineral deposits detection, medical diagnosis, surveillance operations
and search and rescue (SAR) operations as detection search problems examples: The objective is to
locate a search object (a missing person, a lost vessel, etc.), using available resources, in an optimal
fashion within specific domain constraints (time, vision, movement or other).
The first to formalize detection search problems was Koopman in an attempt of the ASWORG1
to enhance U-boats search methodologies during the Battle of the Atlantic (1939-1945) [1]. Given
an environment, an initial probability of whereabouts2 for a search object and a detection model, the
objective of a detection search problem is to maximize the probability of finding the search object
with the available limited resources. Even today, detection search problems remain an active
research subject in disciplines such as operations research, robotic, engineering and artificial
intelligence where various formalisms are developed and used.
In view of its humanitarian stakes, SAR is one of the most interesting applications of detection
search. With the developments of robotic, artificial intelligence and operations research, automated
systems can assist human planners and searchers in this life-saving process. Systems such as
SARPlan [2] and SAROPS [3] compute high level search plans to assist human coordinators in
search planning, while robotic systems are able to discover their environment and to plan their own
low level search actions [4]. One interesting research avenue is the combination of high level (from
operations research) and low level (from artificial intelligence) planning techniques in detection
search problem formulations. Consequently, this research project builds on elements from both
search theory and path planning theory applied to a detection search problem in a search and rescue
context.
We formulate our research question as follows: How may we use search theory and path
planning concepts to formulate and to solve detection search problems in the context of a ground
SAR operation considering practical aspects such as terrain visibility? As an answer to this research
question, we have formulated a novel detection search problem to take into account terrain visibility
constraints (the optimal searcher path problem with visibility or OSPV problem) and we developed

1
2

Anti-Submarine Warfare Operations Research Group
Also called “probability of containment”.
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solving techniques for the single criterion case and for the multi-criteria case. The emphasis is on
the case where one search unit (the searcher) is searching for one search object of unknown location
with no false targets nor false detections. We assume given detection and motion models. There are
no additional clues about the search object’s location within the search planning process other than
negative information. Our ultimate goal in developing the various algorithms is to propose a search
plan (or a set of search plans in the multi-criteria case) that a search unit may follow in order to
optimize its probability of finding the search object (and other criteria).
The specific objectives of this research project are:
•

to propose a mathematical formulation for obtaining an efficient search plan that takes into
account terrain visibility and path constraints;

•

to enhance the first formulation using a multi-criteria approach;

•

to propose algorithms to compute optimal or near-optimal search plans for one search unit
and finally;

•

to evaluate these algorithms in constrained environments with a constrained search unit.

Since the computational complexity of search problems is quite high, the expected results pertain
to near-optimal solutions rather than optimal ones. As a matter of fact, the complexity of path
planning for detection search problems grows exponentially with the number of searchers and time
steps considered (e.g., the optimal searcher path (OSP) problem from search theory) [5].
Furthermore, optimality is often meaningless in a multi-criteria context. It is nonetheless essential to
consider multiple objectives3 to take into account realistic aspects of search and rescue operations
(e.g., safety, urgency, threat) [6].

1.1. Contributions
The main objectives of this research project are to formalize the problem of finding a search object
as a detection search problem with terrain visibility and path constraints and to propose algorithms
to compute optimal or near-optimal search plans. With the introduction of terrain visibility and
accessibility constraints in the formulation, the problem will be closer to the reality of path
planning. In this context, search theory provides the framework to take into account uncertainty on
the location of the search object and on its detectability. Our general goal is to apply both path

3

When in an optimization context, we will often use the terms “objective” and “criterion” interchangeably.
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planning and search theory techniques to specific detection search problems. Since trajectories are
paths with extra constraints and characteristics, we expect that our work on path planning can be
extended to trajectory planning.

1.1.1. Search Theory and Path or Trajectory Planning
As a first contribution, our approach to detection search will use notions from path planning in
combination with search theory. The resulting benefits are from a conceptual point of view because
at a higher level, OSPs are path planning problems with uncertain goal location and detectability.
Moreover, search theory is usually applied at a large scale and implies assumptions on the search
unit’s search pattern that is, in fact, a trajectory (see section 2.2). Search patterns are useful to
characterize the detection model of a given search unit within a searched region, but with a finer
working scale the search unit’s optimal or near-optimal path (or trajectory) may be determined more
precisely since obstructions or direct threats may be taken into account. In view of the example of
Figure 2 of section 2.2, we can imagine that we want to plan the path of the search unit in each
region instead of assuming a specific search pattern or we can simply imagine a finer discretization
scale where the environment directly influences the accessibility and the visibility of the search
unit.
Refining the working scale for path planning in the OSP problem formulation will allow to
consider structured environments and to perform geographic information system (GIS) viewshed
analysis4 to retrieve a subset of visible regions from the current point in unstructured environments
(an example of viewshed analysis application to path planning can be found in [7]). With such
visibility tools, the planner is able to answer questions like “What is visible from here?” or “Is the
search unit visible from here?” (in case of threat avoidance). For complex environments containing
obstacles, the visibility induced by a path is important because a region with a high local probability
of containment may be inaccessible due to a search unit’s mobility constraints. For instance, if the
search object is lost in a canyon, a ground search unit can observe from the top of the cliff but
cannot step inside the canyon to maximize its probability of finding the search object. Using search
theory detection models, inter-region visibility may be characterized as a function of the distance to
the object to obtain a more realistic inter-region probability of detection.

4

The viewshed analysis function returns the visible regions (or cells) from a given location. Further explanations may be
found at http://help.arcgis.com/en/arcgisdesktop/10.0/help/index.html#//009z000000v8000000.htm [66].
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Another benefit of using a lower level planning is that real world constraints on the search unit’s
motion can be introduced, e.g., maximum climbing angle, maximum turning angle, maximum
velocity, and vegetation density or terrain type constraints. The resulting search plan will therefore
be more precise. Instead of planning a coarse path, the planner could optimize a terrain feasible
search path and even a precise search trajectory for unmanned or manned vehicles. For manned
search units, a more precise plan can provide hints on where to look and from where to search as
well as information on regions with dangerous terrain conditions. The introduction of real world
constraints in the OSP formulation opens the door to optimal searcher trajectory problems that are
particularly important in the case of unmanned search planning. At the current time, our research is
restrained to optimal searcher path planning with visibility and topology constraints; a first logical
extension to the OSP problem.
The classical OSP problem in discrete space and time that we propose to extend (section 2.1.2) is
already a constrained detection search problem with the following constraints:
•

the number of available search units is bounded (in the multiple search units case);

•

the number of available time steps for searching is bounded;

•

between two time steps, the search unit’s motion is constrained to an adjacent region
(indivisible search effort) or - from another point of view - the search effort must be
reallocated to adjacent regions (infinitely divisible or arbitrarily divisible search effort);

•

the search effort is bounded by a total effort available at each time step or - in more
complex problem formulation - by a global effort available for the entire search;

•

the search effort may be constrained in its divisibility (arbitrarily divisible or indivisible
search effort);

•

the detection model varies as a function of several factors including the search unit’s
position, the time of the search and the amount of search effort allocated.

Our new problem formulation will add the following constraints from terrain topology and search
methodology:
•

the search unit’s motion is constrained by an accessibility graph that can be inferred from a
terrain’s topology and from the search unit’s limits;
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the search effort allocation is constrained to a subset of visible regions obtained, as a
function of the search unit’s position, by a visibility graph5;

•

the searched region (i.e., the region where the search effort is allocated) is added as a
parameter of the detection model to take inter-region visibility into account.

As presented in [6], a refined discretization scale (closer to the one used for path planning
problems) allows the introduction of these new constraints from terrain topology. Our new OSP
problem extension, the optimal searcher path problem with visibility (OSPV), introduces the
concept of inter-region visibility in detection search problems.
Finally, in search theory, the most common discretization method is uniform grids. Uniform
grids are intuitive, but they grow fast as the scale is refined. To handle the complexity of large
environments, it can be useful to introduce more flexible discretization methods inspired of path
and trajectory planning. Depending on the problem formulation, different discretization methods
may be used: Voronoï diagrams are useful for obstacles or threat avoidance and were successfully
used in unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) trajectory planning [8]; roadmaps implementations like
rapidly-exploring random trees (RRTs) are suitable for real time path planning [9] [10]; nonuniform grids or coarse roadmaps are a good starting point for hierarchical or recursive solving
processes and local searches [11]. As previously mentioned, the applications and benefits of these
concepts go far beyond the precise scope of this project where we have chosen to use search theory
and path planning jointly to formulate and to solve an OSP problem extension: the optimal searcher
path problem with visibility (OSPV). Since the discretization of complex environments is a problem
on its own, we will stay close to the usual OSP discretization technique: the uniform grids. On the
other side, the presented OSPV model is general enough to be used jointly with or to be extended to
use more complex discretization schemes.

1.1.2. Multi-Criteria Approach
The second major contribution of this project is to introduce multiple criteria in the considered
detection problem. Classical search theory problems deal with the maximization of the probability
of finding the search object (i.e., the COS criterion as defined in section 2.1), but a single criterion
optimization tends to avoid some aspects of a real world search. Even if the COS criterion is

5

Our visibility graph concept includes the usual polygonal definition of section 2.2.1.2. To enable the use of the graph in
unstructured environments and to generalize it, we consider that the graph may be directed and that each node may be a
region instead of a point. Chapter 3 further defines our visibility graph concept.
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important (e.g., in SAR and surveillance), the problem of finding the best of several search plans
with equivalent COS values remains. An example of an important factor to consider is the safety of
a search unit following a risky path, expressed by the probability of hazard due to terrain for
example. Another relevant factor to consider is the search plan’s complexity: a complex search plan
may be more error prone and a navigation error may influence the outcome of a search plan in the
real world (success or failure). Therefore, a multi-criteria approach contributes to a more realistic
model whereas each additional criterion increases the complexity of the problem. Consequently,
three criteria will be introduced in this project: the COS criterion, the search unit’s security and the
search plan’s complexity. Although multi-criteria path problems exist in literature, they apply to
known destination points. This is, to our knowledge, the first attempt to solve a direct variant of the
OSP problem involving multiple objective functions.

1.1.3. The OSPV Framework and Solving Techniques
In order to solve single criterion and multi-criteria OSPV problem instances, we developed the Ant
Search (AS) algorithm, an application of the ant colony optimization (ACO) metaheuristic to the
OSPV problem, and two multi-criteria variants; Pareto AS (adapted and extended from [12]) and
Lexicographic AS. The implementation of each algorithm was tested using our experimental
framework including an environment generator, generic OSPV container classes and other related
classes. The framework was developed specifically for this project to allow flexibility and further
experiments on a variety of OSPV-related algorithms.
Using the framework, we first compared the single criterion AS implementation with a general
mixed-integer programming model and solver (ILOG CPLEX 11.2). The purpose of the experiment
is not to prove the superiority of the ACO metaheuristic in comparison to mathematical
programming techniques, but to give insights to the AS algorithm performance and applicability to
the OSPV problem. In the multi-criteria context, our first implementation (Pareto AS) is inspired
from a Pareto-ACO algorithm (e.g., [12]) while our second implementation (Lexicographic AS)
uses a Lexicographic-based ACO approach (see [13] for a description of lexicographic
optimization). The two algorithms along with several pheromone models are then compared.

1.2. Document’s Structure
The following chapters present and solve a detection problem inspired from the practical context of
ground search and rescue operations; the OSPV problem. Chapter two is a literature review of both
search theory and path planning pertinent concepts. Chapter three describes the methodology used,
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the problem formulation and the experimentation framework. Chapter four and five introduce the
algorithms and the experiments for the case where the objective is to optimize the COS criterion and
for the multi-criteria approach. Finally, chapter six presents and discusses general research results,
conclusions and potential issues.

Chapter 2

Literature Review

Since our research deals with path planning in the context of detection search problems we will
review both search theory and path and trajectory planning literatures. The first part of this section
will discuss the work to date in the field of classical search theory. Our review will be focussed on
the single search unit and single search object case. The second part will include applicable work in
path and trajectory planning literature: the discretization process of continuous environments and
path planning techniques.

2.1. Classical Search Theory
As mentioned earlier, the first developments in search theory are due to Koopman in the early
forties. His report Search and Screening (produced in 1946) laid the foundations for the discipline
[14]. Search theory formalizes the optimization problem of the search effort’s allocation over the
environment6 where the search operation is conducted. The environment is characterized by a
probability distribution representing the possible location of the search object which may be moving
or not. This is the probability of containment, often referred to as the poc distribution. Often, the
continuous physical search environment is discretized into a finite set of regions represented by a
grid where each region has been assigned one initial local probability of containment.7 Depending
on the context, the search effort allocated to a given region may represent the amount of time
(discrete or continuous) spent in that region, the distance traveled by the search unit (e.g., a manned
or unmanned patrol), the number of searchers deployed in the region or any other justified
quantification of the effort spent to locate the search object.
When the search unit allocates a given amount of search effort e to region r at time step t it
obtains a conditional probability of detection (pod)8. The probability of detection in a given region r
at a given time step t is conditional to the fact that the search object is located in r at time t. In
practical cases, the probability of detection varies according to many factors including the
environment’s characteristics, the amount of effort allocated, the search object and the sensor’s

6

Also called “search area” or “possibility area”.
Studies and theory on continuous space exist in the literature [20], but we will restrain ourselves to discrete space.
8
The expression “probability of detection” may also refer to the probability of finding the search object in T time steps. In
this case, the pod function may be referred to as the glimpse function. We adopted the expression “probability of success”
and we use the expression “probability of detection” to refer to the search unit’s detection model.
7
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capabilities relying on the fundamental notion of sweep width as defined by Koopman. The sweep
width is the detectability index of the search object considering the characteristics of the current
region, the search unit’s trajectory (i.e., its search pattern), the time step of the observation, the
sensor used and other factors that may influence the detectability of the object [15]. In search theory
problems, each sensor is characterized by its lateral range curve r(d) quantifying the “detectability”
of (i.e., the probability of detecting) the object as the sensor travels along a hypothetical infinite
track at a distance d to the object. The distance d has a positive value if the search object is located
to the right of the track and a negative value if it is located to the left of the track. The integral of
r(d) over d from -∞ to +∞ is W, the detectability index of the search object in region r at time step t
[1]. Or as stated in [16], it “is simply a measure (or estimate) of the average detection potential of a
single specific “resource” [...] while seeking a particular object in a particular environment”. Figure
1 represents the concept of lateral range curve based on [14]. The left image represents an infinite
sensor track at a constant speed: the sensor approaches the search object at a perpendicular distance
d. The right image represents a hypothetical lateral range function over all the possible values of d.

Figure 1: An illustration of the concept of lateral range curve

Since most of classical search theory problems deal with relatively large regions in comparison
to the detection range of the sensor (e.g., an aircraft searching for a submarine), we must consider
that a search unit follows a specific path to search it (e.g., a random path, a path that cover the entire
region with equally-spaced tracks). This search pattern determines the detection law which
influences the detection capabilities of the search unit (i.e., the pod function). Koopman proved that
if the path of the sensor is random, an exponential detection law is assumed [1]. The exponential
detection law is a lower bound on the probability of detection. However, more information about
the search pattern can provide a better quantification of the probability of detection resulting in a
better search plan. As an example, the inverse cube law introduced by Koopman as a model for
visual searches applies for parallel search patterns [14]. The development of a detection model
implies experimentations on the lateral range curve and assumptions on the detection law and on the
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search pattern of the search unit. A recent example of a detection model for a charged-coupled
device (CCD) camera mounted on UAVs has been developed in Hansen [17].
In a report prepared in 2004 for the U.S. Department of Homeland Security, Koester et al.
presented a method to estimate the sweep width for ground search and rescue [15]. This report was
in continuation with previous terrain experiments presented to the NSARC9 in 2002 by Robe and
Frost [18]. B.H. Wardlow presented a series of simulated software experiments using terrain
elevation data and GIS viewshed analysis functions to model the pod function over minimally
vegetated and vegetated area [7].
Assume a detection problem in discrete time and space. Given a total amount of available
discrete search effort for each time step between 1 and T (Q), a stationary search object, its initial
probability of containment for each region r (the poc0 distribution) and the detection model of the
search unit (the pod function), the general optimization problem is to maximize the probability of
finding the search object. This objective, defined as the cumulative overall probability of success
(COS), is the sum of the local probabilities of finding the object over all regions and over all time
steps. For a given region r and at a given time step t, this local probability of success (post(r)) is
computed as post (r ) = poct (r ) × podt (r , et (r )) where et (r) is the amount of effort allocated to region
r at time t. For each time step t, the probability of containment in a given region r evolves according
to the motion model of the search object (a stationary one in our example) and to the search plan of
the

search

unit.

Thus

considering

a

stationary

search

object,

we

have

that

poct (r ) = poct −1 (r ) − post −1 (r ) where pos0 (r ) = 0 for all regions r. Interested readers may consult
[16] where Frost introduces these fundamentals notions.
Different optimality criteria exist in the literature. Instead of maximizing the COS value, we
may, for example, wish to correctly guess the position of the search object at the end of the search
(e.g., [19]) or to minimize the expected time to detection (e.g., the ET variant of the OSP in [5]).
Our following discussion will be restrained to the COS criterion case since the OSPV formulation
uses it to quantify the search plan’s optimality in terms of finding the search object. The two
following subsections describe the optimal search density problems and the optimal searcher path
problems; two general problem classes in classical search theory. Other surveys of search theory
may be found in [20] and [21].

9
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2.1.1. Optimal Search Density Problems
Based on the previously described work of Koopman, we can derive a first subset of search
problems: optimal search density (OSD) problems. In this version of the detection search problem,
the search unit is not constrained by its environment. Having an unconstrained search unit implies
that the search effort could be assigned to multiple non-adjacent regions and is useful to model
situations where the search unit is considerably faster than the search object.
Considering a stationary search object and a total amount of available continuous (infinitely
divisible) search effort, the objective is to optimize the effort allocation in a single search over a
subset of regions. In 1956, Koopman solved this problem with the assumption of an exponential
detection law. Other work on optimal search density problems involved finding the necessary and
sufficient conditions for optimal search plans in the case of a regular detection function. From these
mathematical developments the greedy (i.e., myopic or locally optimal) search plans were proved to
be globally optimal in the case of a concave (with respect to the amount of search effort) pod
function. [22]
If the search object is moving, the solution found by a single step effort allocation is no longer
optimal since the motion model of the search object must be considered [22]. A first subset of
problems deals with one-sided search problems. That is, the search object’s motion model does not
depend on the search unit’s actions. In two-sided searches, the search object is aware that it is being
searched for and may wish to be discovered or not. This type of problem is the subject of search
games and goes beyond the scope of this research. Benkoski et al. [20] classify the detection models
of literature in two general classes: deterministic motion models with a factorable Jacobian and
Markov motion models. In the Jacobian case, the motion model is described in terms of a stochastic
parameter that fully determines the search object position (e.g., [23]). In the Markovian case, the
motion model is described by a probability transition matrix between the discrete regions of the
environment (e.g., [24]).
In 1979, Stone presented the general optimality conditions of the problem with a moving search
object and a regular detection function. Considering an exponential detection law, a Markovian
motion model and infinitely divisible search effort, the Foward and Backward (FAB) algorithm
[25], solves this problem to optimality. The complexity of the problem is due to the fact that the
cumulative overall probability of success must be maximized: search unit’s early actions influence
the overall outcome of the search plan. [22]
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2.1.2. Optimal Searcher Path Problems
Optimal search density problems with a stationary search object deal with unconstrained search
units. Such an abstraction makes sense when the deployed search units are fast in comparison to the
search object. The optimal searcher path problem (known as the OSP problem) usually involves a
slower search unit (in comparison to the search object) that is constrained to follow a path in its
environment. In such problems, the objective is to find an optimal path for this search unit: a path
that maximizes the probability of finding the search object before the end of the search (i.e., the
COS criterion). As stated in [5], considering a finite time horizon (e.g., T time steps) and a
stationary object, the decision formulation of the OSP problem in discrete time and space is NPComplete.
Considering discrete time and space, a moving search object, a search unit constrained by
regions adjacency and an exponential pod function, Stewart investigated three types of search
effort: infinitely divisible, arbitrarily divisible and indivisible. In the case of infinite divisibility of
(continuous) search effort, a network flow formulation is considered. To paraphrase Stewart, the
main advantage of this formulation is that it allows the use of fast network algorithms to compute
an optimal solution. [26]
In the case of indivisible (discrete and unitary) search effort, the network flow formulation no
longer guarantees optimality and Stewart proposed a depth-first Branch and Bound algorithm. In an
exhaustive search for an optimal path, the search tree grows exponentially in the number of time
steps and searchers. Considering the problem of minimizing the probability of non-detection (resp.
maximizing the COS), the Branch and Bound approach heuristically estimates the objective value of
the current path and keeps the lowest (resp. the highest) estimation as a lower (resp. an upper)
bound. If the estimated value of the current path is higher (resp. lower) than the lower (resp. the
upper) bound, the path is considered to be unpromising and the branching continues with another
path in a depth-first manner. In other words, the search tree’s unpromising branches are pruned. The
first bound proposed by Stewart, based on Jensen’s inequality10, was not a tight estimation of the
objective value and as a result, the bound was not effective at pruning the search tree. A second
bound based on a search problem with relaxed constraints on the search unit’s path was then
proposed. The relaxed problem, where adjacency constraints are replaced by accessibility

10

Given a convex function f, a set of points X = {x0, x1, ..., x|X|} and a set of positive weights {p0, p1, ..., p|X|} that sums up

(

|X |
|X |
to 1.0, Jensen’s inequality (in the discrete case) states that ∑i =0 pi f ( xi ) ≥ f ∑i =0 pi xi

http://mathworld.wolfram.com/JensensInequality.html) [65].

)

(see the following page
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constraints, is solved quickly by Brown’s algorithm [27] to obtain a good estimation of the
objective value. However, this bound does not guarantee the solution’s optimality: Brown’s
algorithm guarantees optimality only with infinitely divisible search effort. [26]
In 1984, Eagle [28] considered a formulation of the problem with discrete indivisible search
effort and a Markovian motion model. The POMDP formulation was solved by dynamic
programming. Later in 1990, Eagle and Yee [29] presented an optimal bound for the Branch and
Bound approach proposed by Stewart. This optimal bound consists in relaxing the search effort’s
indivisibility constraints over a specific set of regions while maintaining the search unit’s path
constraints.
In [30], Martins presented the MEAN bound. For a search plan defined up to time t, the MEAN
bound value is computed by maximizing the expected number of successes (i.e., detections) in the
remaining time from time t + 1 to T and by adding this value to the COS value to time t. This can be
done by solving a longest path problem on a directed acyclic graph where the cost of each arc is a
function of the remaining probability of containment at time t [30].
In [31], Washburn presented and evaluated existing and new bounds for the Branch and Bound
method. According to Washburn’s terminology the three most important relaxation types for OSPs
are the linear, the convex and the distribution of effort (DOE) relaxation. The linear relaxation
involves a modification of the objective function (here defined as the COS criterion) such as in
Martins’ MEAN bound. The convex relaxation refers to the relaxation of the search effort’s
indivisibility constraint (e.g., the bound presented in [29]). The DOE relaxation involves relaxing
the search unit’s path constraint (e.g., the heuristic bound of Steward [26]). According to
Washburn’s terminology, the four explicitly tested bounds were PROP, MEAN, FABC and
ERGO2. PROP uses a linear and a DOE relaxation, FABC involves a convex and a DOE relaxation
and ERGO2 is a simplification of PROP (in terms of computational complexity).
Based on Martins’ previous work on the MEAN bound [30], Lau [24] introduced the Discounted
MEAN (DMEAN) bound for the OSP problem. The DMEAN bound value is obtained by solving a
similar longest path problem where the cost of each arc is discounted by the probability of success
obtained at the previous step [24].
In the case of limited divisibility of (discrete) search effort (e.g., the available resources are
quantified by many indivisible search units), Stewart [26] proposed to allocate the searchers
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sequentially or to relax the indivisibility constraint when the amount of available search effort is
sufficiently large.
An implicit assumption is made in the OSP formulation: there are no travel costs for a search
unit moving from one region to another. However, some more realistic extensions of the OSP
problem considers non-uniform switch costs. As an example, [24] proposed to add non-uniform
travel times between connected regions (OSPT).

2.1.3. Summary
To conclude this review on classical search theory, Table 1 presents a summary of the approaches
used to solve detection search problems and their authors.
Table 1: Some classic algorithmic solutions to detection search problems

Problem characteristics
Optimal search density problems
Search object

Stationary

Moving

Classic algorithmic solutions
Lagrange multiplier:
Koopman 1956 [32] [33] [34]
De Guenin’s algorithm
De Guenin 1961 [35]
FAB algorithm
Brown 1980 [27]
Washburn 1983 [25]
Monte Carlo methods
Stone et al. 1978 [36]

Optimal searcher path problems (stationary and moving search object)
Search effort

Infinitely divisible (continuous)
Arbitrarily divisible (discrete)
Indivisible (discrete and unitary)

Flow network
Stewart 1979 [26]
Branch and Bound
Stewart 1979 [26]
Branch and Bound
Stewart 1979 [26]
Eagle and Yee 1990 [29]
Dynamic programming
Eagle 1984 [28]

2.2. Path Planning
In this section, we summarize the artificial intelligence literature pertaining to robots’ path and
trajectory planning. It is important to note that we distinguish between paths and trajectories as
follows: A path is a list of points between an initial position and a goal position. A trajectory is a
path in which each segment (the arc between two adjacent points of the list) is associated with a
velocity and acceleration [8]. For a given unit, a trajectory has only one path, but a path may have
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countless trajectories. Consider the OSP problem in discrete time and space. The search plan is a
sequence of regions forming a path; in each of these regions, the search unit follows a trajectory (its
search pattern) that influences its detection capabilities (Figure 2).

Figure 2: An environment and its set of regions (abstracted by a grid)
in which a 4 steps path is followed by a constrained search unit

The zoom on step 3 (t = 3) illustrates a “parallel search pattern” from which Koopman derived the
inverse cube law. Note that this “pattern” is a trajectory because the sweep width depends, among
other factors, on the velocity of the search unit.
Since the literature on motion planning is extensive, this review is restricted to path and
trajectory planning implying physical travel in a delimited environment. Trajectory or path planning
concepts that do not involve a full travelling process are excluded, e.g., robotized manufacturing,
assembly and protein folding. As examples of full travelling process, we could think of unmanned
vehicles trajectories or manned patrol path planning. Moreover, the emphasis will be on path
planning since the OSP problem is a detection search problem that involves path planning along
given trajectory defined by a search pattern.
Following [37], we may define the work space11 as the physical continuous environment of the
unit (in this case a robot) and the configuration space as the parameter space of the unit. The
parameter space is the space of the entire unit’s configurations, e.g., its position and orientation on
the plane. The number of parameters corresponds to the number of degrees of freedom of the unit.
For instance, a polygonal robot that can rotate and translate in a 2D environment has 3 degrees of
freedom. The work space may contain obstacles that the unit must avoid. The collision free unit’s
configurations of the configuration space form the free space in which the unit may evolve and the

11

The notions of “work space”, “configuration space”, “parameter space”, “free space” and “forbidden space” are subject
to a brief definition to facilitate the introduction of the discretization processes. Interested readers may consult [37] or
[38].
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configurations where the unit intersect with an obstacle form the forbidden space. Most of the time,
we will restrain our discussion to path planning problems with one point unit on the plane. Roughly
speaking, a point unit is a unit for which the work space and the configuration space are the same
[37]. That is, a point unit may be viewed as an infinitely small unit that is able to travel between
separated obstacles no matter the distance between them. Moreover, the orientation of the unit does
not matter and the number of degrees of freedom corresponds to the dimensionality of the work
space. As a result and to stay consistent with the terminology used to describe search theory, the
term environment will refer to both configuration space and work space. Figure 4 presents an
example to distinguish between polygonal and point units. Assume a polygonal unit u and a point
unit u’. Both units evolve on a plane where they are able to translate; this is the work space of u and
u’ where obstacles are shown in grey on the upper images. The free space (in white) and the
forbidden space (in black) for u and u’ are shown on the lower images.

Figure 3: The work space and the configuration space of one polygonal unit (left) and one point unit
(right)

In the book [38], the chapter “Motion planning” describes two main philosophies used in the
literature to process continuous environments. The first one uses sampling methods producing
inexact decomposition of the continuous environment. Such methods include full discretization
(i.e., global sampling of the entire environment) and iterative discretization (i.e., local sampling
considering the current state). The second philosophy involves exact discretization methods and is
called “combinatorial motion planning”. For our review purpose, we chose to organize this
subsection in three parts:
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•

Discretization of a Continuous Environment (subsection 2.2.1);

•

Finding a Solution to Path Planning Problems (subsection 2.2.2);

•

Planning in Continuous Spaces (subsection 2.2.3).

The first part considers the discretization (decomposition) of a continuous environment, the second
part introduces common solving techniques for fully discretized environments (exact or inexact
decompositions) and the third part deals with the continuous environment without using a full
discretization process (e.g., iterative discretization).

2.2.1. Discretization of a Continuous Environment
Realistic physical environments are in continuous space and have continuous characteristics. Such
characteristics may include obstacles, elevation, vegetation, etc. Even for low-dimensional space,
the problem of planning a path or a trajectory in a continuous environment is huge because it
contains an infinite set of points that must be evaluated to find optimality. Moreover, the process of
planning ideally considers the dimension and the orientation of the unit to avoid collision with
obstacles. To simplify the problem, some authors consider point units or enlarge obstacles to avoid
collision. In addition, several discretization methods consider a subset of points from the continuous
space allowing the planner to evaluate discrete paths. For trajectory planning one issue remains, i.e.,
the path between any two points must be within the physical constraints of the unit (velocity,
turning angle, climbing angle, acceleration required, etc.). [4]
Given a specific motion planning context (e.g., path or trajectory planning with obstacle or threat
avoidance), each discretization methods has its advantages and disadvantages. Following [4], this
section will provide an overview of two common discretization approaches in the context of path
and trajectory planning: cellular decompositions and roadmaps (also called skeletonization
methods). Each method will be described in terms of implementation complexity, suitability to large
and complex environments, optimality in terms of path cost, consistency12 and completeness13.
Subsection 2.2.2 presents algorithms and techniques used in the literature to solve path and
trajectory planning problems.

12
A consistent method guarantees that if a feasible path (or trajectory) exists in the discrete environment, it is also feasible
in the continuous environment.
13
A complete method guarantees that if a feasible path (or trajectory) exists in the continuous environment, it could be
retrieved in the discretized environment.
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2.2.1.1. Cellular Decompositions
As presented in [4], cellular decomposition divides a continuous space into a finite set of cells. Each
cell represents a continuous region in which the unit can travel to reach an adjacent cell. Usually,
the movement between two cells is abstracted by a straight line from center to center. A grid of
square cells superimposed on a continuous environment is an example of uniform cellular
decomposition. Such a grid is an inexact decomposition because a cell could be partially obstructed
by an obstacle (i.e., superimposed on free space and on forbidden space simultaneously). Is such a
mixed-cell traversable or not? To answer this question one must use geometrical methods. Even if a
finer grid could help in finding an unobstructed and more precise path, it would be computationally
costly to use it on a large environment. As illustrated in Figure 4, a planner that uses uniform
cellular decomposition may be inconsistent and incomplete in environments containing obstacles.
Given a uniform grid discretization, a path planner and a point unit located in the center of cell J,
the planner must find a path from cell J to cell B. If the planner avoids all partially obstructed cells,
it returns an empty path. Thus the planner is said to be incomplete because the path J, F, B is valid
for a point unit. If the planner avoid only cells that are 25% or more obstructed, it is inconsistent
because it returns the invalid path J, I, E, A, B. Moreover, the cost of the path is tied with the
granularity of the grid: a finer grid means a more precisely defined path.

Figure 4: Two erroneous paths from J to B; an empty path (left) and an inconsistent path (right)

Since the uniformity of the cells is not a requirement in cellular decomposition and given a
minimum cell size, it is possible to recursively discretize each partially obstructed cell to obtain
unobstructed cells [4]. For a given re-discretized cell, the number of small cells generated increases
exponentially with the number of dimensions of the environment (e.g., 2D or 3D). This exponential
growth makes this method unsuitable for large and complex environments containing many mixed
cells. Another solution is to use a non-uniform and exact cellular decomposition to match the border
of each obstacle. The drawbacks are that the resulting grid may look unnatural and that the
discretization step will require the use of more complex geometrical methods. Figure 5 presents an
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example of exact cellular decomposition called the trapezoidal map [37] and an example of nonuniform recursive cellular decomposition [4].

Figure 5: A non-uniform and exact cellular decomposition (left) and a non-uniform
recursive cellular decomposition (right)

2.2.1.2. Roadmaps
The roadmap approach to discretization includes, among other techniques, Voronoï diagrams,
visibility graphs and probabilistic roadmaps. A roadmap is a subset of points from a continuous
environment, and a set of links between these points (similar to the nodes and the edges of a graph).
If the continuous environment is discretized by a grid, we can take the center of each cell as a point
and add a link between adjacent cells or use a maximal range to obtain the corresponding roadmap.
The main drawback of roadmaps is that it may be hard or counter-intuitive to represent the
characteristics of the continuous environment on the nodes and edges of the resulting graph. As an
example, it is easy to know the exact surface covered by a cell, but it is harder to put boundaries to
define the surface covered by a region represented by a point of a probabilistic roadmap (e.g.,
Figure 6). The left image is a probabilistic roadmap containing 12 points in free space. Each point is
linked to its nearest neighbours using a maximal link length in free space. The right image is the
roadmap corresponding to a uniform grid discretization in 12 cells.

Figure 6: A probabilistic roadmap (left) and a uniform grid roadmap (right)

To create a probabilistic roadmap, a subset of points from the free space (points that are not
obstructed by obstacles) is randomly selected and each point of this subset is added to the
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roadmap’s graph and is linked to its “nearest” neighbours in a way that each “link” is in free space
[4]. In theory, with an infinite set of points the roadmap is optimal and complete. In practice, the
probabilistic roadmap is not complete because for small sets of points, there is a probability that the
environment will not be uniformly covered. However, the consistency of the probabilistic roadmap
is guaranteed if all the links are in the free space. The computational complexity depends on the
specific generation method used (e.g., the nearest neighbour computation). As stated in [4], using
efficient heuristics in points generation, the probabilistic roadmap may be one of the most useful
methods to handle large continuous environments.
For structured environment with obstacles, the Voronoï diagram is formed by all the points that
are equidistant from two or more obstacles. The resulting path may not be optimal in terms of
shortest distance between two points but it remains the safest path to avoid collisions between the
unit and the obstacles. Since all the obstacles are evaluated, the method is complete and consistent;
however it requires a large number of computations to handle large and complex environments with
many obstacles. [4] The geometrical methods used to calculate the points add complexity to the
implementation and the computational complexity of the Voronoï diagram generation process is
tied with the dimensionality of the environment and with the nature of the obstacles. In the simple
case of a 2D environment with point obstacles, the Fortune’s algorithm can compute the Voronoï
diagram in Ο(n log n) where n is the number of point obstacles [37]. A special case of Voronoï
diagram is the skeleton (or medial axis) of a simple polygon. Figure 7 compares the visibility graph
of a given polygonal environment to the skeleton of the same environment generated using a Java
applet found on the HIPR214 web page [39].

Figure 7: The skeleton (left) and the visibility graph (right) of a given polygonal environment

Given polygonal obstacles, the visibility graph is created by connecting mutually visible vertices
[37]. Two vertices are mutually visible if and only if the straight line between them is not obstructed
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The applet may be found at http://homepages.inf.ed.ac.uk/rbf/HIPR2/skeletondemo.htm.
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(is in free space). Each vertex is added to the roadmap as a node and each edge of the roadmap
represents the visibility between two vertices. The construction of the visibility graph requires
geometrical methods. However, according to [37], there exist algorithms to compute a complete
visibility graph in Ο(n log n + k ) where n is the number of vertices and k is the total number of edges
of the graph. One advantage of this graph is the optimality guarantee since an optimal algorithm
will find the shortest path from a discrete and from a continuous point of view (e.g., Figure 8).

Figure 8: The shortest path from u to g in continuous space (left) and the visibility graph (right)

The example shows the shortest path from u to g in a simple continuous environment with one
triangular obstacle and the visibility graph of the continuous environment where mutually visible
vertices are connected by a black dotted edge. The starting point u and the goal point g have been
added to the visibility graph. The method is complete and consistent.

2.2.2. Finding a Solution to Path Planning Problems
In trajectory and path planning, the notion of optimality is tied with the notion of a path’s cost. The
shortest path problem (SPP) is an example of path planning problem on a graph where the goal is to
find the least cost path between two nodes: the one that minimizes time, distance or a similar cost
associated with the edges or the nodes of the graph. Given a known and non-negative quantification
of the cost of a unit’s move that does not depend on its previous moves, it is possible to find the
SPP solution in a time bounded by Ο(m + n log n) (where m is the number of edges and n is the
number of nodes) using Dijkstra’s algorithm. [40] However, the complexity of the problem remains
high for large environments where the actions of the unit may have uncertain results or may depend
on its previous choices (as in the OSP problem). As stated in section 2.2.1, if the environment is
continuous, a first step of discretization is often needed and the optimality of the path is firmly tied
to the discretized model. Even for discretized and simple environments such as undirected weighted
graphs, many path planning problem variations like the travelling salesman problem (TSP) [40] and
the OSP problem [5] are known to be NP-Complete. Moreover, even for apparently simple SPP
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instances, real time constraints, uncertainty or multi-criteria considerations increase the problem’s
complexity.

2.2.2.1. Heuristic Search
To find the least cost path, we may systematically enumerate all the possible solutions. However, as
described for the Branch and Bound method, the computational cost of such an explicit enumeration
is high. One way to handle this complexity is to implicitly enumerate all the possible paths by
avoiding unpromising branches of the search tree. In the path planning literature, such algorithms
are called A*. As stated in [41], this method is not unlike the Branch and Bound procedure used in
search theory and optimization. In fact the two methods describe similar search procedures that
implicitly enumerate all the possible solutions.
A* is a best-first search approach to path planning. Given the graph discretization of a
continuous environment and considering the function g(n) to be the distance traveled from the
initial node to the current evaluated node n and the heuristic h(n) to be the estimated cost from n to
the destination node d, we get f(n) = g(n) + h(n) the estimated value of the current evaluated path.
At each iteration, A* chooses the unvisited node with the best f value. If the function h never
overestimates the real cost from n to d, it is said to be an admissible heuristic. For any node n, if
h(n) is always less than or equal to the real cost from n to any of its successor s plus the estimated
cost from s to the destination node d, it is said to be monotonous. For h, admissible and
monotonous, the path found by A* is always optimal. [4]
Since cellular decompositions and roadmaps are easily modeled by graphs, A* is suitable to
many discretization methods. By nature, A* is an offline algorithm because it finds the whole plan
from the initial to the goal node before the operation begins. Variations of A* include online
extensions that are suitable for real-time path planning as well as problem specific estimations of
the current evaluated path and heuristic functions. Some of these variations are discussed below.
The main drawback of the classic implementation of A* is its memory usage: A* stores all the
unvisited nodes in memory. As described in [4], algorithms such as RBFS (Recursive Best-First
Search) and MA* (Memory-Bounded A*) can be used in the context of limited memory without
losing the completeness and the optimality of A*.
In addition to path travel time and distance minimization, threat avoidance is another criterion
used in the literature. For instance, [42] presents a path planning system using A* computing a safe
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shortest path among threats within problem specific constraints (fuel, aircraft characteristics, etc).
This was in fact a multi-criteria approach to the shortest path problem.
In 2000, the Sparse A* Search (SAS) algorithm was developed by Szczerba et al. [43]. The
paper addressed the aircraft path planning problem under the following constraints: minimum route
leg length, maximum turning angle, route distance and fixed approach vector to goal position. The
algorithm combined a graph and a grid based discretization in a real-time search for a near-optimal
path.
Aerial vehicles path planning involves 3D environments. In the literature, one common
technique to avoid the complexity of adding a third dimension is to plan the vehicle’s path in 2D
(e.g., [8]). However, the path planning literature contains references to 3D and higher dimension
path planning methods. As an example, Brener et al. [44] used an A* algorithm combined with new
threat and mobility heuristics to find an optimal path on a 3D grid in dangerous environments.
By definition, for most A*-like algorithms, the environment is supposed to be known prior to the
solution process. Unknown values and uncertainty add complexity to the path planning process
because the planner must evaluate many alternatives’ results for each action. To reduce the search
space in a partially-known environment, Likhachev and Stenz [45] proposed the PPCP
(Probabilistic Planning with Clear Preference) algorithm. The algorithm is based on the principle
that the best values (preferred values) for unknown parts of the environment (represented by
discrete variables) could be identified beforehand. For a given path from an initial to a goal
position, all variables are considered to be unknown unless they are proved to have non-preferred
value in order to control the complexity. For instance, let each cell of a given grid environment be
associated with a variable indicating if it is traversable or not. Some cells have unknown obstruction
values and the value “unobstructed” is preferred over the value “obstructed”. During the search for
a shortest path, the algorithm keeps track of the non-preferred values only and let the other
unknown variables unassigned. The search space of the algorithm is reduced in comparison to the
usual belief state-space (see [45] for a complete description of the PPCP algorithm).
Considering real-time path planning problems, RTA* is an online version of the A* algorithm
introduced by Korf in 1990 [46]. As in A*, the estimated value f of a successor node n’ is calculated
as f(n’) = g(n’) + h(n’). The difference between A* and RTA* lies in the interpretation of g(n’). In
A*, g(n’) is the cost function of the path from the initial node to the evaluated successor node n’; in
RTA* g(n’) is the cost function of the path from the current node n to the evaluated successor node
n’. RTA* stores all the visited nodes and their estimated h value in a hash table during the solving
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process. Given a current node n, RTA* evaluates each unvisited successors n’ of n. Let n1 and n2 be
the successors of n with the best and the second best value of f, then RTA* stores the current node n
as a visited node along with f(n2) as its h value and updates the current node n to n1. The idea behind
choosing h(n) = f(n2) is that f(n2) represents the estimated cost of solving the problem by returning
to node n. As described in [46], RTA* is well suited for solving single trial problems (i.e., running
the algorithm only one time on the problem’s instance). For solving multiple trials problems (e.g.,
running the algorithm many times on the same instance to learn from past trials), the author
developed LRTA* that stores the best estimated value of each successors (say f(n1)) instead of the
second best.
In [47], Undeger and Polat present the RTTES (Real-Time Target Evaluation Search) algorithm
and compare it, by simulation on randomly generated 200 × 200 grid, to RTA* (Real-Time A*)
and RTEF (Real-Time Edge Follow). The RTEF algorithm uses heuristics and visual information
about obstacles to orient its search for a target (moving or not). In short, the RTEF algorithm
evaluates obstacles borders and moves toward the most promising direction and the RTTES
algorithm is a variation of RTEF using better heuristic to evaluate the most promising direction
[47].

2.2.2.2. Local Search
The previously described algorithms are constructive by nature. Offline algorithms presented above
implement a global search strategy while real-time algorithms use a greedier search strategy based
on local actions choices. Both iteratively construct a path from an initial position to a goal position.
In the expression “local search”, the term “local” does not stand for local online or real-time actions
choices, but for current path (i.e., local solution) enhancements. That is, a local search strategy or
metaheuristic moves from solution to solution in the search space (i.e., the set of all possible
solutions) by iteratively enhancing (or optimizing) its current candidate solution [48]. As stated in
[4], local search algorithms are useful when the sequence of choices made to achieve the goal is not
important.
At first, it might seem that local search is not well suited to path planning problems since the
optimal path itself is defined by a sequence of choices from an initial position to a goal position.
However, path planning problem variants such as the TSP [49] and the multi-criteria SPP [50] have
been solved using local search techniques. Thus no matter what the problem is, the difficulty of
implementing local search lies in the definition of its search space and of its neighbourhood
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relation: how to define the set of all the possible solutions and how to navigate from solution to
solution.
An example of local search is hill-climbing. Given a current solution, it iteratively makes greedy
choices until it is not possible to find a neighbour that is better than the current solution. Due to its
greedy nature and considering non-convex problems, the algorithm is suboptimal and incomplete.15
A way to enhance hill-climbing by reducing its tendency to incompleteness is to introduce random
factors. Stochastic hill-climbing and random-restart hill-climbing are two examples of such
techniques. [4]
Based on an analogy with annealing (a heat treatment in metallurgy), a simulated annealing
algorithm explores the search space by using random and greedy choices. The general idea is to
choose a random solution in the neighbourhood of the current solution and then to accept this
choice with a probability that is proportional to its quality and inversely proportional to the elapsed
time since the beginning of the resolution process. Usually, an improvement of the current solution
is always accepted by the algorithm. [4]
Among interesting local search analogies we find swarm intelligence and evolutionary
algorithms. The former includes techniques such as ant colony optimization and particle swarm
optimization where the solution emerges from simple collective behaviours and the latter includes
genetic algorithms or other techniques based on evolution analogies. Such “evolutionary” or
“swarm intelligence” search techniques may (to some extent) be considered as local search
techniques “evolving” a set of solutions and using biological or behavioural analogies in the
definition of their neighbourhood relations. In [4], genetic algorithms are considered as a variant of
the local search technique called stochastic beam search. In [48], they are viewed as populationbased metaheuristics and are defined as stochastic local search techniques. Notwithstanding the
differing definitions, swarm intelligence and evolutionary algorithms have been applied
successfully to a variety of path planning problems.
Genetic or evolutionary algorithms iteratively evolve a population of candidate solutions.
Usually, the neighbourhood relation is defined using crossover and mutations operators [4]. The
crossover operator is used to combine the “fittest” solutions of the population according to the
problem’s objective. A new generation of potential solutions is created from the old ones and the

15
If a solution exists, a complete algorithm necessarily finds it but may be caught in local minima (or maxima) while an
optimal algorithm always finds the best possible solution [4]. Such definitions may depend on the problem context.
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mutation operator is applied to this new set of potential solutions in order to minimize the
probability of being caught in local minima (or maxima). Note that the crossover and the mutation
operators vary according to the problem’s definition and application. Examples of applications to
multi-criteria path planning problems may be found in the work of Mooney et al. [50], in [51] that
introduce EMOCA16, an evolutionary algorithm to solve path planning in an emergency context,
and in [52] where the objectives are to minimize the path length and the probability of being
detected by enemy radars in the context of a UAV’s path planning.
Ant colony optimization (or ACO) is another interesting technique used to solve multi-criteria
(or single criterion) path planning problems (e.g., in [53]). Usually in ACO, the population of
solutions is constructed using the local information found in the pheromone trails (and other
possible criteria). Each ant constructs a solution by stochastically selecting a sequence of moves (or
actions) in its environment (e.g., a variables assignment, a specific path). For each possible move,
the probability of being chosen by an ant is proportional to its quality. The quality of each move is
largely defined by its pheromone value, but other criteria such as the local gain or the heuristic
value of the move may be used for quality evaluation. Subsequently, each ant updates the
pheromone values of its chosen moves according to the quality of its solution. Usually, an
evaporation factor decreases the pheromone trails periodically in order to avoid stagnation [54].
The pheromone update process defines the pheromone model that may vary between applications
along with the stochastic process used by an ant to construct its solution.

2.2.3. Planning in Continuous Spaces
We defined the solving process of a path planning problem in two steps: the discretization phase
and the solution phase. However, for real-time path planning, in a limited memory context or
simply when the urgency of the situation requires fast solving techniques, the full discretization of a
continuous environment (dynamic or not) may be ineffective. Moreover, if the environment changes
during the planning process, the actual discretization may become obsolete and a complete
discretization phase must be done again. This section is an overview of common solutions to this
problem.

16

Evolutionary multi-objective crowding algorithm.
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2.2.3.1. Iterative Discretization
One way to avoid a priori full discretization is to use an iterative discretization scheme such as
RRT (Rapidly-exploring Random Trees) based motion planner [9]. The basic principle of RRT
planning is as follows: given an initial position, the tree is iteratively extended toward a goal
position with a probability p or toward a random point with a probability 1 – p. The extension of the
tree goes on until a specified distance to the goal is reached before it is linked to the tree.
An example of RRT variant may be found in the works of Bruce and Veloso. In [10], ERRT
(Execution extended RRT) was successfully applied to real-time path planning in the context of a
multi-robot system. In comparison to many offline algorithms requiring a discretization first step to
find an optimal solution with all the information at hand (like A*), algorithms like RRT may be
used online, i.e., that the environment may change while the algorithm is planning. As a matter of
fact, one can view RRT and ERRT as probabilistic roadmap specializations. Consequently, they
may be used as full discretization processes for offline algorithms. In [38], the RRT are presented as
a specific case of a more general family of trees (rapidly-exploring dense trees or RDT) including
deterministic iterative sampling methods.

2.2.4. Summary
Table 2 and Table 3 present some common solving techniques and discretization methods used in
the path planning literature. Since the literature is extensive, the tables present a summary of the
described methods in view of the published applications: it may be possible to apply these
algorithms in a different context (e.g., A* for continuous problems). The systematic search (or
uninformed search) which includes algorithms such as Depth-first and Breadth-first search has not
been described but is included here for the sake of completeness [4].
Table 2: The characteristics of common path planning solving techniques
Methods family

Methods examples
Breadth-first
Best-first
Depth-first
Depth-limited
Iterative deepening
Uniform cost

Preferred planning
context (offline,
real-time, online)
Offline
Offline
Offline
Offline
Offline
Offline

Usually, is a full
discretization
required?
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Systematic search

Heuristic search

A*, RBFS, MA*

Offline

Yes

Returns an optimal or a nearoptimal solution?
Optimal
Optimal
Optimal
Optimal
Optimal
Optimal
Optimal, but...
The heuristic needs to be
admissible and monotonous for
path planning on a graph.
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Methods family

Local search

Iterative
discretization

Methods examples
PPCP

Preferred planning
context (offline,
real-time, online)
Offline

Usually, is a full
discretization
required?
Yes

RTA*, LRTA*
RTEF, RTTES
SAS

Real-time
Real-time
Real-time

Yes
Yes
Yes

Hill-climbing

Offline

Yes

Simulated annealing

Offline

Yes

Evolutionary
algorithms

Offline or real-time

Yes

Ant colony
optimization

Offline or real-time

Yes

RRT, ERRT

Offline, real-time or
online

No

Returns an optimal or a nearoptimal solution?
Optimal, but...
Under several assumptions the
algorithm returns an optimal
solution.
Near
Near
Near
Near, but...
Several variants have a stronger
bias toward optimal solutions.
Near, but...
Usually, there is a strong bias
toward optimal solutions.
Near, but...
Usually, there is a strong bias
toward optimal solutions.
Near, but...
Usually, there is a strong bias
toward optimal solutions.
Near

Table 3: The characteristics of common discretization methods by family
Discretization
approach

Specific
method

Implementation
complexity

Cellular
decomposition

Uniform
cells

Easy when using
a simple cell
shape (e.g.,
square or
triangular cells).

Nonuniform
inexact cells

Easy with a
recursive
approach and
square cells.

Scalability to
large and
complex
environments?
No, if mixed
cells cannot be
tolerated.
Many small cells
may be required
to minimize the
problem of
mixed cells.
Yes, if mixed
cells can be
tolerated.
No, if mixed
cells cannot be
tolerated.
Many small cells
may be required
to minimize the
problem of
mixed cells.
Yes, if mixed
cells can be
tolerated.

Guaranteed
optimality
(shortest path)

Guaranteed
consistency

Guaranteed
completeness

Yes, but...
The optimality
is guaranteed
only with
infinitely small
cells.

No, but...
This is due to
partially
obstructed
cells: smaller
cells may be
used.

No, but...
This is due to
partially
obstructed
cells: smaller
cells may be
used.

Yes, but...
The optimality
is guaranteed
only with
infinitely small
cells.

Yes, if the
cells are small
enough.

Yes, if the
cells are small
enough.
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Specific
method

Implementation
complexity

Nonuniform
exact cells

Harder
It requires the
use of
geometrical
methods to
calculate cells
boundaries.

Probabilistic

Easy, but...
The
implementation
complexity
depends on
specific
generation
methods (e.g.,
RRT). It could
be hard to
represent the
environment’s
characteristics
on a point.
Harder
It requires the
use of
geometrical
methods to
calculate the
diagram. It
could be hard to
represent the
environment’s
characteristics
on a point.
Harder
It requires the
use of
geometrical
methods to
compute the
graph. It could
be hard to
represent the
environment’s
characteristics
on a point.

Voronoï
diagram

Visibility
graph

Scalability to
large and
complex
environments?
No
A complex
environment
may require
complex
geometrical
methods.

Guaranteed
optimality
(shortest path)

Guaranteed
consistency

Guaranteed
completeness

Not necessarily
the shortest
path.

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes, but...
The optimality
is guaranteed
only when the
number of
points is
infinite.

Yes

No, but...
This is due to
the random
aspect of the
method, with a
large number
of points the
probability of
completeness
is higher.

Yes, but...
A complex
environment
may have many
polygons on
which the
computation of
the visibility
graph could be
expensive.

No
The path is the
safest, but not
necessarily the
shortest.

Yes

Yes

Yes, but...
A complex
environment
may have many
polygons on
which the
computation of
the visibility
graph could be
expensive.

Yes

Yes

Yes

Chapter 3

Methodology and Goals

The aim of this chapter is to further describe the research goals and the methodology used to attain
them. Our main objective in this project is to formulate the problem of searching for an object of
unknown location by using search theory and path planning concepts and to propose solving
techniques. In particular, we have used concepts from the path planning literature to enrich the
optimal searcher path (OSP) problem from search theory by generalizing it with the introduction of
a new visibility criterion. On one hand, path planning concepts provide benefits to the search theory
community by allowing the formulation of lower level search plans. On the other hand, search
theory provides benefits to the path planning community by defining a way to model uncertainty
about the goal’s (i.e., the search object position and detectability). The first part of this chapter
presents our formulation of the optimal searcher path problem with visibility (the OSPV problem)
based on the concept of inter-region visibility. The second part describes the experimental
methodology and the framework implemented to conduct the experiments.

3.1. The OSPV Problem in Discrete Time and Space
In general terms, the single criterion OSP problem in discrete time and space consists of finding a
sequence of “adjacent” regions (a region is a discrete part of the original continuous environment
where the search operation occurs) that maximizes the probability of finding a search object of
unknown location in the allowed time. In our particular case, regions’ “adjacency” will be defined
by an accessibility graph. Each node of the accessibility graph corresponds to a discrete region of
the original continuous environment and the presence of an edge from node s to node r implies that
it is possible to travel from region s to region r in one unit of time. The accessibility graph may be
superimposed over any form of grid to define its corresponding roadmap.
An often implicit assumption of the OSP problem is that the search unit is constrained to search
the region where it is located. In many cases where the size of the region is larger than the detection
range of the sensor, this is a valid assumption. However, it may be interesting to relax this
constraint when we consider a refined discretization scale or simply when the detection range of the
sensor is larger than the region’s size. By relaxing this visibility constraint we allow the
introduction of inter-region visibility. Again, we can use the concept of roadmap to define a
visibility graph where each node is a region and where the presence of an edge from node s to node
r implies that region r is visible from region s. As described, the graphs are directed and contain the
same set of nodes but a different set of edges (this assumption could be relaxed). Thus if the region
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r is visible (resp. accessible) from region s, the region s is not necessarily visible (resp. accessible)
from region r. In our discussion on the OSPV problem, the notion of “adjacency” is replaced by the
notion of accessibility. One must note that the visibility graph can be generated from georeferenced
maps using the viewshed analysis tool [7] and that the roadmap concept enhances the applicability
of the model since grids, as used in usual OSP problem instances, and structured environments may
be expressed as roadmaps. Since our environments are not necessarily polygonal environments, our
concept of visibility graph differs from usual polygonal visibility graph (e.g., [37]). Figure 9
presents the accessibility graph and the visibility graph of a simple structured environment
represented by a uniform grid where accessibility is defined using a straight line from center to
center and where visibility is defined by cells adjacency.

Figure 9: A simple structured environment represented by a uniform grid (left); its accessibility and
visibility graphs (middle and right)

Considering discrete time implies that the time allowed to the search operation is discretized in a
set of time intervals (or steps). In each interval, the search unit is allowed to move from its current
region to any accessible region and to allocate its search effort to a subset of visible regions from its
current position, including its own. The path of the search unit in its surrounding environment and
the sequence of regions’ subsets where effort is allocated define the search plan. Usually, in OSPlike problems with discrete and indivisible search effort, the path of the search unit is the search
plan since it is assumed that the search unit searches the region where it is located. In the case of an
OSP problem with discrete and divisible search effort, called the arbitrarily divisible search effort in
[26], the search effort is reallocated over a subset of accessible regions from time step to time step
and there is not only one but many paths that may belong to more than one search unit. The same is
true in the infinitely divisible (continuous) search effort case [26]. In our problem representation,
one search unit follows a path to allocate, at each time step, a total amount of discrete search effort
to a subset of visible regions subject to its inter-region visibility constraints. Figure 10 presents an
example for a 6 time steps search plan.
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Figure 10: A 6 time steps path (left) and a 5 units effort allocation at time 2 (right); the
arrow indicates the search unit’s initial position

Depending on the sensor type, we may impose different visibility constraints on the search
effort’s allocation. For instance, we could constrain the search effort allocation to a visible area of a
given radius and require that the search unit chooses its focus direction, or we may consider that the
search unit will explore the entire subset of visible regions. Furthermore, search effort may be
measured using different units; either continuous or discrete (e.g., time available, number of
searchers, fuel, etc.). In this project, we consider the case where the available resources at each time
step correspond to a set of discrete observations (or sensor scans) that may be allocated to any
subset of visible regions from the search unit’s position (e.g., Figure 11 presents a 10 discrete scans
effort allocation on a 9 × 11 grid). Using discrete effort is easily justified in many contexts. For
instance, instructing a manned patrol to search a region for 20.61003 minutes instead of 20.00001
minutes does not make sense whereas allowing a search time of 20 or 25 minutes is more
reasonable. Also, in an unmanned patrol case, it is conceivable to allow a search unit to take
discrete snapshots of its surrounding environment in order to analyse them. Moreover, by
considering a general visibility constraint type (i.e., any subset of visible regions from the current
search unit’s position) with discrete effort quantification, we are able to introduce inter-region
visibility without having to define additional constraints on the formulation of the detection model
of a specific sensor.

Figure 11: A 10 discrete scans effort allocation on a 9 × 11 grid
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As in OSP-like problems, the uncertain search object’s location is characterized by a known
probability distribution over the different regions (the probability of containment), and the search
unit has limited detection capabilities defined by a known detection model. For instance, the search
unit may miss the search object when it searches region r even when the probability of containment
for region r is 1.0. In our model, the detection capabilities of the search unit in a given region at a
given time step are defined by the probability of detection (pod) function that varies according to
the region where the search unit is located, to the searched region, to the current time step and to the
total amount of effort spent in the searched region at this time step. Moreover, we assume that the
pod function follows the exponential detection law as defined by equation (17) (see subsection
3.1.1).
We assume that the search object’s motion follows a Markovian model that specifies the
probability of a move between any two regions (e.g., Figure 12). At each time step, the probability
distribution characterizing the unknown search object’s location is updated as a function of this
motion model, of the previous search effort allocation and of the detection model of the search unit.
We assume that the search unit can either remain in its current position or move to an accessible
region. It can allocate its available search effort to a single visible region or to a subset of visible
regions, possibly excluding the region it is located in. As mentioned, the goal is to find a search
plan for the search unit maximizing the probability of finding the search object within a fixed
number of time steps (the cumulative overall probability of success or the COS criterion). The next
subsection presents the problem in more formal terms.

Figure 12: A simple structured environment and the matrix of a Markovian search
object’s motion model specifying the probability of a move from region s (on
rows) to region r (on columns) in one time step

3.1.1. Formal Definition of the OSPV Problem
The OSPV problem in discrete time and space has been presented in [6] with a discrete and unitary
detection model (i.e., one discrete unit of search effort is available per time step) and extended in
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[55] to the case where a fixed number of discrete search effort units are available per time step. This
extension encompasses a larger class of problems where the pod function varies as a function of the
amount of search effort allocated to the searched region. This subsection describes this version of
the OSPV problem.
Formally, the continuous environment where the search operation occurs is discretized by a set R
of N regions numbered from 0 to N – 1 (1) and the allowed time to search the environment is
discretized by a set I of T time steps numbered from 1 to T (2). For the sake of simplicity, all
regions and time steps will be referred to by their integer identification.
R = {0,..., N − 1}

(1)

I = {1,..., T }

(2)

Moreover, t = 0 represents the initialization step of the search operation: the time at which the
search unit enters the environment via region y0 (3).

y0 ∈ R

(3)

The search unit’s accessibility and visibility constraints are defined by an accessibility graph and a
visibility graph. For convenience purposes, the former graph is represented by an accessibility map
A from the set of regions to the power set of regions (4) and the latter graph by a visibility map V
from the set of regions to the power set of regions (5). Moreover, we assume that a search unit may
remain in and/or search its current region (6).
A : R → 2R

(4)

V : R → 2R

(5)

∀r ∈ R : r ∈ A(r ) ∧ r ∈ V (r )

(6)

At each time step t, the search unit must navigate to an accessible region yt from its previous
position yt-1 (7).

∀t ∈ I : yt ∈ A( yt −1 )

(7)
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The number of available sensor scans per time step is defined by the integer constant Q. The set E is
the domain of the possible effort allocation values, from 0 to Q, at any given time step (8).
E = {0,..., Q}

(8)

At each time step t, the search unit allocates the available search effort Q to a subset of regions
visible from its current position yt. For a given region r and a given time step t, et(r) represents the
number of discrete scans allocated to region r at time step t (9). For a region r with et(r) > 0, r must
be in the set of visible regions from the current search unit’s position yt (10). For a time step t, the
total allocated search effort must be less than or equal to the amount of effort available Q (11).

∀t ∈ I : ∀r ∈ R : et (r ) ∈ E

(9)

∀t ∈ I : ∀r ∈ R : et (r ) > 0 ⇒ r ∈V ( yt )

(10)

∀t ∈ I : ∑ r∈R et (r ) ≤ Q

(11)

The initial probability of containment distribution over all regions (poc0(r)) represents the unknown
search object’s location at the beginning of the search operation. The total probability is equal to 1.0
when it is assumed that the search object is located in the environment; otherwise, it is less than 1.0.
(12)

∑ r∈R poc (r ) ≤ 1.0
0

(12)

The probability of containment in a given region r at a given time step t ( poct (r ) ) varies according
to the motion model of the search object and to the previous search unit’s effort allocation. This
probability is conditional on the fact that the search object has not been found before time step t.
Thus we have:
∀t ∈ I : ∀r ∈ R : poct (r ) = ∑ s∈R d ( s, r ) [ poct −1 ( s ) − post −1 ( s )]

(13)

where d(s,r) is the probability that the search object moves from region s to region r within one time
step and where post −1 ( s ) is the local probability of success at the previous time step. The matrix d
is such that each row represents a source region s and each column represents a destination region r
(e.g., Figure 12). For a given region s, the sum of the probabilities over all the destination regions is
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equal to 1.0 when there is no escape from the environment from region s and is less than 1.0 when
there is a way to go outside the environment from region s. (14)
∀s ∈ R : ∑ r∈R d ( s, r ) ≤ 1.0

(14)

The local probability of success in region r at time step t ( post (r ) ) is the conditional probability of
finding the search object in region r at time step t given that it has not been detected earlier in the
searching process. This probability is equal to the product of the probability of containment in
region r at time step t and the conditional probability that the search unit detects the search object in
region r at time step t with et (r ) scans of the region r from region yt given that the search object is
in region r (15). There is no success before time step 1 (16).

∀t ∈ I : ∀r ∈ R : post (r ) = poct (r ) × podt ( yt , r , et (r ))

(15)

∀r ∈ R : pos0 (r ) = 0

(16)

The detection capabilities of the search unit are quantified by the pod function. Given a time step t,
a source region s, a searched region r and a total number of scans e, the pod function provides the
conditional probability that the search unit catches a glimpse of the search object given that the
search object is located in region r at time step t. Since we assume the exponential detection law, we
have that

∀t ∈ I , ∀s, r ∈ R, ∀e ∈ E : podt (s, r , e) = 1 − exp(−Wt (s, r ) × e)

(17)

where Wt ( s, r ) is the detectability index of the search object as a function of time (t), of the search
unit’s position (s) and the searched region (r). The detectability index is a function of time to take
into account several factors including weather variation or the search unit’s exhaustion. The usual
detectability index varies as a function of the searched region only (r). The source region is added to
take inter-region visibility into account. Since no search occurs before time step 1, the amount of
effort allocated to any region r at time step 0 ( e0 ( r ) ) must be equal to 0 (18).

∀r ∈ R : e0 (r ) = 0

(18)

Assuming the exponential detection law implies that the pod function obeys the law of diminishing
returns and that the probability of detection in a given unsearched region is equal to 0.0. (More
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details on the considered detection models will follow in section 3.2 that describes the experimental
framework.)
Finally, the search plan P, defined by the path of the search unit [ y1 , y2 ,..., yT ] and by the
sequence of effort allocations [e1 , e2 ,..., eT ] , maximizes the COS criterion. For a given time step t,
the successes across regions are mutually exclusive and for any unsearched region the probability of
success is equal to 0.0. Moreover, successes across time steps are mutually exclusive since the
search stops when the search object is found. Thus the COS criterion may be defined as the sum of
the local probabilities of success over all regions and all time steps (19) (where P is a search plan).
COS ( P ) = ∑ t∈I ∑ r∈R post ( r )

(19)

3.1.2. Is the OSPV a Hard Problem?
As described in [5], the decision version of the OSP problem with a stationary search object is NPComplete and the moving search object case is at least as difficult [29]. For a stationary search
object, our model encompasses the OSP problem formulation since we may always restrain the
inter-region visibility to the current search unit’s position. Thus our OSPV problem formulation is
at least as difficult as the classical OSP problem formulation from [5]. In the worst case, our
discrete detection model involves very large search spaces: the algorithm searches a path of T
regions and must choose, for each path step, a combination with repetitions of Q visible regions.
Thus the total number of possible search plans is bounded by equation (20) where N is the total
number of regions, T is the total number of time steps and Q is the total number of scans per time
steps.
T

 N + Q − 1
NT 

Q



(20)

For Q = 5 and T = 4 on a 2 × 2 grid where the accessibility is restrained to directly adjacent cells
(i.e., north, south, west, east or the current cell) and where the visibility is restrained to all
neighbours (including diagonal ones), we have approximately 7.97 × 108 different search plans.
Suppose that the total number of accessible regions (3) and that the total number of visible regions
(4) stay constants over all regions. Figure 13 traces the complexity’s curve of this “corner case” and
the one of the “worst case” of equation (20) on the total number of time steps (T). We see that the
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total number of search plans rapidly becomes larger than 1050 for the simple “corner case” where
the visibility and the accessibility are limited.

Figure 13: Illustrating the complexity of the OSPV problem

3.2. The Experimental Framework and Methodology
The purpose of our experiment is to evaluate the OSPV problem formulation and to compare the
proposed solving techniques on a variety of problem instances. All the tests were run on the
following hardware and software: an Intel Core2 Quad Q6600 (2.4GHz) processor with 3 GB of
RAM, the Microsoft Windows XP Professional (SP317) operating system and the OSPV
experimental framework. The developed framework implements algorithms to generate and to solve
OSPV problem’s instances. All algorithms were implemented using the C++ programming
language. In some cases, the OSPV experimental framework embeds an external solver to evaluate
generic solving techniques. These cases are clearly indentified in the following chapters.
The OSPV framework has been developed especially for this project with reusability in mind.
Figure 14 shows the interaction between its main parts. The complete object oriented model will not
be described in detail but an overview of the main packages may help to understand the
experimental structure. The environment package contains the OSPV problem data structures used
to store problem instances. The problem instances, called environment, are used by an algorithm in
order to find incumbent solutions to the given problem. The algorithm package contains generic
classes to implement OSPV solving techniques and to wrap third party solvers (e.g., ILOG

17

Service Pack 3
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CPLEX). The solution package contains the data structures used to store solved problem instances.
The manager package may be used to load, to generate and to save OSPV problem instances. It also
generates each problem instance of an experiment and configures and launches the algorithms in
order to generate results. It may also validate generic solutions to pre-defined environments. The
current version can handle single criterion and multi-criteria OSPV problems as defined in this
document.

Figure 14: The packages of the OSPV experimental framework

3.2.1. Generating the Random Problem Instances
We make several assumptions prior to generating our problem instances. Even if we use random
problem instances, the framework must be able to generate and to handle diverse discrete
environments, accessibility and visibility constraints, detection models, motion models and problem
data (poc0, y0, Q, T and N values). The current implementation is able to generate two classes of
discrete environments that we call random uniform grids and random graphs. In the two situations,
the search unit’s accessibility graph is a roadmap of a hypothetical continuous environment and the
difference between the two environment types is from a conceptual point of view since they use the
same implementation. The randomly generated uniform grids are made to be closer to the reality of
search theory and outdoor SAR operations while the random graphs are closer to indoor areas
where a region corresponds to a room or a building. Figure 15 shows the discretization of a fictive
building. Figure 16 shows the uniform grid discretization of a fictive outdoor environment.
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Figure 15: A fictive indoor environment and its “graph” discretization

Figure 16: A fictive outdoor environment and its “uniform grid” discretization

The illustrated examples are simple whereas real cases involve large and complex continuous
environments for which the discretization process is a problem on its own. Nonetheless, nontrivial
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modeling issues may arise even in these simple examples, e.g., how to handle partial visibility or
how to quantify the search object’s detectability for a given sensor.
For uniform grids, the continuous environment is a rectangle and all regions are l by l equal area
square cells where l is the height and the width of the cell in units of distance. The accessibility
graph is defined by the total distance that the search unit can travel in one time step (the
accessibility radius arng) and the visibility graph is defined by its visibility radius (vrng). For each
generated edge in the accessibility graph (resp. visibility graph), there is a probability 1− pa (resp.

1− pv ) of the edge being totally obstructed. Such totally obstructed edges are within the exploitable
radius of the search unit but are not traversable. For instance, a totally obstructed visibility edge
between region s and r may represent a building or a hill making it impossible to search region r
from region s. Normally, the detectability index (or sweep width) of equation (17) is the integral of
the lateral range curve function of the sensor tracing the probability of a true18 detection of the
search object under specific conditions for every possible range values between the sensor and the
object itself [14] or in other words, it is an estimate of the average detection potential of the sensor
under specific conditions [16] (see section 2.1). The only difference between the standard
definitions and our implementation is that we need to consider the source region s due to the
introduction of inter-region visibility. Thus, we need to compute the detectability indices for each
pair of regions and each time step. Note that Wt ( s, r ) is instance specific: one specific sensor and
search unit, one specific environment and one specific search object. We do not however consider a
specific lateral range function since the purpose of our research is to introduce the problem in
general terms. Nonetheless, we still need to make realistic assumptions while generating uniform
grid instances:
•

the sweep width decreases as distance between s and r increases to attain 0 when the
maximum visibility range of the search unit is reached;

•

the sweep width is affected by a time factor τ t that represents the fact that the detectability
of the search object may vary over time due to several factors including exhaustion of the
troops or weather variation.

18

A false detection occurs when the sensor sends a presence signal for an object that is not there and a true detection
occurs when it is effectively there. The false detection case is not considered in this project, the expression “true
detection” is used to emphasize on the difference between the probability of a true detection (used for the sensor itself)
and the probability of detection (used for the search unit).
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Based on these assumptions, the detectability indices for uniforms grids may be computed by using
equation (21).

τ × (vrng − dist ( s, r )) / area (r )
∀t ∈ I : ∀s, r ∈ R : Wt ( s, r ) =  t
0

if r ∈ V ( s )
if r ∉ V ( s )

(21)

where 0.0 ≤ τ t ≤ 1.0 is a randomly generated time factor defined for all time steps t, vrng is the
maximum visibility range of the search unit, dist ( s, r ) is the distance as the crow flies between the
center of region s and the center of region r and area(r ) is the area of r in square distance units.
For random graphs, the topology of the continuous environment is unknown and each region is
fully defined by its neighbours in the accessibility and visibility graphs. When generating the
accessibility graph (resp. visibility graph), each edge has a probability of pa (resp. pv ) of being
added to the graph and the concepts of radius and distance are not directly involved. As in the
definition of random uniform grids, we assume that the detectability indices are influenced by the
time step of the search and by the visibility range of the search unit. Thus we will have:
 ρ ( s, r ) × vrng × τ t
∀t ∈ I : ∀s, r ∈ R : Wt ( s, r ) = 
0

if r ∈ V ( s )
if r ∉ V ( s )

(22)

where 0.0 < ρ min ≤ ρ ( s, r ) ≤ ρmax ≤ 1.0 is a randomly generated distance or obstruction factor.
For each generated environment type, the motion model of the search object may either be
uniformly or randomly distributed. For the uniform motion model, the probability of movement
from any region is uniformly distributed over the accessible regions (based on the accessibility
graph of the search unit). For the random motion model, the value of d(s,r) is a randomly generated
probability such that 0.0 ≤ d min ≤ d ( s, r ) ≤ d max ≤ 1.0 where the sum of each row is equal to 1.0.
The initial probability of containment distribution (poc0) and the initial search unit position (y0)
are randomly generated. The sum of all the poc0 is equal to 1.0. Finally, each problem instance is
classified as a function of its size. The size of an instance depends on the following values: Q, T and
N. Table 4 presents the uniform grid’s instances used for the tests. We chose to use uniform grids
instead of random graphs since they are closer to the usual OSP problem instances found in the
literature. Random graphs were presented for the sake of completeness.
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Table 4: The uniform grid environments
Env.
No
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Grid size
(# of cells)
Height Width
2
3
4
5
6
7
10
15

Cells

Time

Effort

l

T

Q

arng

pa

vrng

pv

τt

Type

dmin

dmax

5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

4
9
16
25
36
49
100
225

5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

5.01
5.01
5.01
5.01
5.01
5.01
5.01
5.01

1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0

8.0
8.0
8.0
8.0
8.0
8.0
8.0
8.0

1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0

1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0

Random
Random
Random
Random
Random
Random
Random
Random

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0

2
3
4
5
6
7
10
15

Accessibility
graph

Visibility
graph

Det.
model

Motion model

3.2.2. Possible Applications and Extensions
The problem instances of our experiments stay close to the classical OSP problem instances where a
grid of uniform cells usually represents the environment. However, the concept of accessibility
graph and visibility graph as well as useful discretization methods from path planning could be used
to model complex environments. While usual visibility graphs are applied to polygonal
environments, the idea could also be applied to unstructured environments. Our OSPV problem
instances are simple in that they use exclusively uniform grids where the center of each cell (i.e.,
region) represents a point of the visibility graph’s roadmap and a point of the accessibility graph’s
roadmap. However, one major problem we encountered on the conceptual side is the fact that the
OSP problem considers a probability distribution on the environment (i.e., the poc distribution). For
this reason, the usual concept of roadmap where each node is a point in the environment needs to be
extended to consider areas (i.e., regions). It would have been unreasonable to associate a probability
to a point of infinitely small size. For this reason, we use the term region instead of the term point
(or node) in our graphs.
Our formulation uses two roadmaps: one for visibility and the other for accessibility. The
approach is flexible in that it may allow removing some points on one of the roadmaps to manage
the problem’s complexity. Suppose that we have a simple grid with obstacles to visibility and to
accessibility where each cell has a poc value (e.g., Figure 17). Using the visibility graph’s concept,
we keep the x points with the maximal number of visibility edges toward the uniform grid’s regions.
These points become our accessibility graph and are added to the visibility graph as “good” points
of view to search the uniform grid’s cells. In some cases, this approach may reduce the total number
of points on the accessibility graph and then may help to reduce the computational complexity.
Moreover, the accessibility graph is consistent (i.e., a feasible path on the accessibility graph is
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feasible in the continuous environment); a characteristic that may be hard to achieve using uniform
grids only. Also, it may help in reducing the search plan’s complexity when quantified by the TPL
criterion (see section 5.1.3). It is clear, however, that the results in terms of optimality criterion
(e.g., the COS criterion) are tied with the discretization process and that refinements of this
hypothetical discretization method may be needed. In addition, new issues according to the criteria
used during regions filtering arise, e.g., the results of several different discretization methods may
be hard to compare since the instances resulting of two discretization methods are essentially
different.

Figure 17: An environment and the uniform grid holding the poc distribution along with possible
accessibility and visibility graphs

In unstructured environments or when a GIS map is available, a viewshed analysis could be used
to obtain a visibility graph. Figure 18 present an example of viewshed analysis on the Montmorency
forest in the province of Quebec (Canada). The left image shows a uniform grid discretization (the
center of each cell is represented by a point on the map) along with the terrain elevation data used
for the viewshed analysis (darker shading implies higher viewpoints). The right image shows the
same uniform grid along with a viewshed analysis for the circled point. Regions in blue are visible
from the circled point. The examples purpose is to illustrate possible applications. The current
project is limited to artificial environments since the emphasis is on problem formulation and
solving techniques.
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Figure 18: A uniform grid over the Montmorency Forest, Qc, Canada (left and right); terrain
elevation (left); viewshed analysis (right)

3.2.3. Evaluating the Performance of an Algorithm
Since the computational complexity of the problem is high, most results correspond to suboptimal
but feasible solutions (i.e., solutions where each search unit’s action meets its accessibility and its
visibility constraints albeit it may still be improved). For each feasible solution found by an
algorithm, the value of the COS criterion and the elapsed time to find the last best known solution
are used as performance metrics for comparing the algorithms in the single criterion case. In some
cases where a limited run time is used as a stopping criterion for the algorithm or when the time
needed to prove the optimality of the incumbent is high, the time to last incumbent gives a better
idea of the algorithm’s performance than the algorithm’s stopping time. These metrics are used to
compare the various solving techniques in the single criterion case.

Chapter 4

Solving the OSPV Problem

This chapter evaluates various solving techniques for the single criterion OSPV problem in discrete
time and space. This novel approach to path planning has been introduced in chapter 3 as an
extension of the OSP problem from search theory. The first part presents a widely used generic
solution scheme: a mixed-integer linear program solved by the generic solver ILOG CPLEX 11.2.
The second part presents the ant search algorithm, a stochastic local search based on ant colony
optimization (ACO). The third part presents the results for both approaches. All experiments are
done using the framework described in chapter 3, ILOG CPLEX 11.2 and Concert Technology 2.7;
a programmable library used as a modeling layer in C++.

4.1. A Generic Solution Scheme
Since the inter-region visibility concept is new in the OSP context, we need to establish comparison
grounds for the OSPV problem solving techniques. This is why a mixed-integer linear program and
ILOG CPLEX (a generic solver) are used for the experiment. This solution scheme has the
advantage of being well-known and widely used by the operations research community. Moreover,
the Branch and Cut algorithm variants used by ILOG CPLEX are not too far from the Branch and
Bound algorithms used to solve conventional OSP problems (e.g., [26], [31]). The main difference
is that, for a given node of the search tree, a Branch and Cut algorithm first solves a linear
relaxation of the problem and then adds supplementary constraints (i.e., valid inequalities or cuts) to
strengthen the relaxation. This “cutting” process is repeated iteratively until no more cuts are found
in which case the branching process is started or until it leads to an integer solution in which case
this solution is an optimal one. As stated in the introduction, the Branch and Bound procedure and
the A* algorithm from the path planning literature are similar [41]. This justifies the use of ILOG
CPLEX as our generic solver.

4.1.1. The Mixed-Integer Linear Program
In this section only, all variables are written in italic font and all data known a priori are written in
standard font. All the parameters, variables and constraints are redefined to represent the OSPV
problem defined in chapter 3 as a mixed-integer linear program (MILP). Table 5 enumerates the
model’s parameters. Table 6 defines the model’s variables.
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Table 5: The definition of all the data of our MILP

Data

Definition

M

A sufficiently large integer.

N

The total number of regions.

R

The set of all regions. R = {0,..., N − 1} .

T

The total number of time steps (excluding the initialization time step t = 0).

I

The set of all time steps. I = {1,..., T} .

Q

The total amount of available search effort per time step of I.

E

The set of all available search effort values. E = {0,..., Q} .

d( s, r )

The probability of a search object’s move from region s to region r. The motion model of
the search object is defined for each pair of regions s , r ∈ R .

a( s, r )

The accessibility graph defined as an adjacency matrix. For all s , r ∈ R , a(s,r) equals 1 if
and only if a region r is accessible from region s and equals 0 otherwise.

v(s, r )

The visibility graph defined as an adjacency matrix. For all s , r ∈ R , v(s,r) equals 1 if and
only if a region r is visible from region s and equals 0 otherwise.

y0 ( s)

The initial position of the search unit. For all s ∈ R , y 0 ( s ) equals 1 if and only if the
search unit is located in s at time t = 0 and equals 0 otherwise.

poc0 (r )

The initial probability of containment for region r. The initial probability of containment
distribution is defined for all r ∈ R .

podt (s, r, q)

The detection model of the search unit defining the probability of detection for each t ∈ I
and for each pair s , r ∈ R and for each q ∈ E .

Table 6: The definition of all the variables of our MILP

Variables

Definition

et (r , q)

The effort allocation. For all t ∈ I , r ∈ R and q ∈ E , et (r , q) equals 1 if and only if q units
of effort are allocated to region r at time step t and equals 0 otherwise.

yt (s)

The position of the search unit at time t. For all s ∈ R , yt (s) equals 1 if and only if the
search unit is located in s at time t and equals 0 otherwise. The search unit’s position is
defined by y 0 ( s ) for t = 0.

poct (r )

The probability of containment in region r ∈ R at time step t ∈ I . The probability of
containment in region r is equal to poc0 (r ) for t = 0.

post (r )

The local probability of success in region r ∈ R at time step t ∈ I (see equation (15)).

pos0 (r )

The initial probability of success is equal to 0 for all r ∈ R .
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Our objective is to maximize the COS criterion, defined as the sum of all the local probabilities
of success (23).
max ∑ t∈I ∑ r∈R post ( r )

(23)

post (r ) − podt (s, r , q) poct (r ) ≤ M(1 − et (r , q)) + M(1 − yt (s)), ∀q ∈ E, ∀s, r ∈ R, ∀t ∈ I

(24)

post ( r ) ≤ ∑ q∈E /{0} et ( r , q ), ∀r ∈ R, ∀t ∈ I

(25)

poct ( r ) − ∑ s∈R d( s, r ) poct −1 ( s ) + ∑ s∈R d( s , r ) post −1 ( s ) = 0, ∀r ∈ R, ∀t ∈ I

(26)

yt (r ) − ∑ s∈R a( s, r ) yt −1 ( s ) ≤ 0, ∀r ∈ R, ∀t ∈ I

(27)

et ( r , q ) − ∑ s∈R v( s, r ) yt ( s ) ≤ 0, ∀q ∈ E, ∀r ∈ R, ∀t ∈ I

(28)

Subject to constraints (24) to (38):

∑

yt ( s ) = 1, ∀t ∈ I

(29)

qet (r , q) ≤ Q, ∀t ∈ I

(30)

e (r , q ) ≤ 1, ∀r ∈ R, ∀t ∈ I

(31)

s∈R

∑ ∑
q∈E

∑

r∈R

q∈E t

y0 ( s) = y0 ( s), ∀s ∈ R

(32)

poc0 (r ) = poc0 (r ), ∀r ∈ R

(33)

pos0 (r ) = 0, ∀r ∈ R

(34)

0 ≤ poct (r ) ≤ 1, ∀r ∈ R, ∀t ∈ I

(35)

0 ≤ post (r ) ≤ 1, ∀r ∈ R, ∀t ∈ I

(36)
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yt (s) ∈{0,1}, ∀s ∈ R, ∀t ∈ I

(37)

et (r , q) ∈{0,1}, ∀q ∈ E, ∀r ∈ R, ∀t ∈ I

(38)

Constraint (24), where M is a sufficiently large integer, ensures that the local probability of
success in a region r at a time step t ( post (r ) ) evolves according to equation (15) in the case where
q units of effort are allocated to region r from region s at time step t. Otherwise, the constraint is
inactive and constraint (25) ensures that the post (r ) is equal to 0 when no search occurs in region r
at time step t. Constraint (26) specifies that the local probability of containment in a region r at time
step t evolves according to the motion model of the search object and to the previous searches of the
search unit (as defined by equation (13)). Constraint (27) restrains the search unit to the
accessibility graph. Constraint (28) restrains the search unit’s effort allocations to the visibility
graph. Constraint (29) specifies that the search unit is located in only one region at each time step.
Constraint (30) ensures that the effort allocation of each time step is less than or equal to Q, the total
amount of available search effort per time step. Constraint (31) ensures that only one amount of
effort is chosen for any region and any time step. Constraints (32) to (34) initialize the variables to
their values at time step 0. Constraints (35) to (38) are bounds constraints for the probability and
binary variables.

4.2. A Stochastic Local Search Algorithm
Our ant search (AS) algorithm [55] is an application of ant colony optimization (ACO) to the
OSPV problem. ACO is a generic stochastic local search method [48] introduced by Dorigo et al.
[54]. An iteration of the algorithm consists of building a set of candidate solutions (one solution for
each ant) and updating the colony’s common memory (i.e., the pheromone trails) and the
incumbent solution. The ACO metaheuristic metaphor is that each candidate solution is built by an
ant that stochastically chooses the solution’s components (e.g., the search unit’s moves and effort
allocations) based on their local attractiveness and on their pheromone value defined by the
pheromone trails. Each possible ant’s actions act (i.e., solution’s components) is assigned one
pheromone value vact and one heuristic value hact. These values influence the transition probability
to action act (i.e., the ant’s stochastic choices). One way to characterize the transition probability of
a feasible action act (pact) is to use equation (39) where α and β define the importance of vact and hact
(respectively).
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pact =

(vact )α ( hact ) β
∑ (vact )α (hact ) β

(39)

There exist many transition probability definitions in the literature [54]. A definition similar to the
one of equation (39) has been proposed for the first ACO algorithm: ant system described in [56].
The heuristic values are found by applying a problem specific heuristic. The pheromone values
are stored and updated according to a problem specific pheromone model defining the actions
considered (e.g., moving from one region to another), the data structures used to store the
pheromone values and the update rules (e.g., add 1 to the pheromone values of the 3 best generated
solutions). Often, during the update process, an evaporation factor is applied to decrease the
pheromone values in order to avoid stagnation in a local optimum. Other processes such as problem
specific local search may be applied to enhance candidate or incumbent solutions. The set of all
considered actions may be restricted to locally feasible actions and diversification mechanisms may
be introduced in the candidate solutions’ generation process. A survey of ACO techniques may be
found in [54].

4.2.1. The Ant Search Algorithm
At each iteration of AS, each ant builds a candidate solution that is a feasible search plan by
choosing a path and a sequence of effort allocations. To build a feasible search plan, the ant, which
may be viewed as a search unit, performs two action types for each time step: it moves and it
allocates the search effort. Figure 19 presents the algorithm’s outline.

Figure 19: The Ant Search algorithm
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Given an OSPV problem instance and a probability of exploration prdm, the algorithm builds a

total of C candidate solutions using the Generate function (subsection 4.2.1.1) and then updates the
trails and the incumbent search plan Pi using the pheromone model (subsection 4.2.1.2). Our
pheromone model consists of 2 T × N tables. The first table is the path table that contains each
move’s value; the second table is the allocation table that contains each single effort allocation’s
value. Let Trails.Path be the T × N table containing the pheromone values used for the search unit’s
moves and Trails.Allocation be the table used for its effort allocations. A move’s value

Trails.Patht (r ) is the value of moving to region r at time t. A single effort allocation’s value
Trails. Allocationt (r ) is the value of allocating one unit of effort to region r at time t. At each time
step, the ant chooses one move and Q single effort allocations to construct its search plan. In our
implementation, the local probability of success at time t (40) and the overall probability of success
at time t (41) are added to the pheromone values to reflect the moves and the effort allocations
quality (respectively) (see subsection 4.2.1.2).
∀t ∈ I : ∀r ∈ R : post (r ) = poct (r ) × podt ( yt , r , et (r ))

(40)

∀t ∈ I : ost = ∑ r∈R post ( r )

(41)

The choice of adding ost and post to update Trails comes from our preliminary experiments. Several
values including the global COS value and the COS value local to time step t were tested to update
Trails. It turned out that the use of ost and post(r) is more effective considering our problem
instances. Other update paradigm may lead to different results.
Some parameters are not shown on the algorithm’s outline but may affect the algorithm’s
efficiency: the evaporation factor and the initial Trails values. These parameters were fixed for all
our experiments (see section 4.3.2).

4.2.1.1. Generating the Colony of Candidate Solutions
In usual ACO algorithms, the probability of choosing an action act varies according to its greedy
appeal (hact) and to its pheromone value (vact) (e.g., equation (39)). In our implementation, we chose
not to use a heuristic and we defined pact in terms of pheromone values only (42).
pact = vact

∑v

act

(42)
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This choice is based on preliminary results obtained for the OSPV problem instances presented in
[6]. Our first AS algorithm used a greedy heuristics and the time required to compute the value of
each possible greedy action was high. In our current OSPV problem formulation such a greedy
choice implies the evaluation of each possible combination with repetitions of visible regions for
each accessible region from the current search unit’s position. Not using a heuristic function
allowed the direct evaluation of our pheromone model and the reduction of the number of
parameters since there is no need for α and β nor for other heuristic function’s parameters. Since
efficient heuristics may help in finding high quality solutions [54], further evaluations are desirable
to design such functions for the OSPV problem. Figure 20 presents the function outline.

Figure 20: The AS algorithm’s Generate function

Given an OSPV problem instance, a total number of candidate solutions to generate C, a
probability of exploration prdm and the data structure containing the pheromone tables Trails, the
Generate function constructs one candidate solution for each ant and stores them in the Colony set.
At each time step, an ant has a small probability prdm of choosing a random move and a random
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search effort allocation instead of using the pheromone values of Trails. This random choice has
been introduced to help diversify the search since the ants rely entirely on the pheromone trails.
Given a search plan P, let P . yt ∈ R be the position of the search unit at time t and let P.et : R → E
where E = {0,..., Q} be the mapping corresponding to the effort allocation at time t. Thus P.et ( r ) ∈ E
is the amount of effort allocated to region r at time t. If the ant uses the pheromone values of Trails
at time step t, it first moves to an accessible region from its current position in search plan Pc using
pPc . yt ← r = Trails.Patht ( r )

∑

r '∈ A ( yt −1 )

Trails.Patht ( r ')

(43)

where yt ← r is the feasible action of moving to region r at time t. Then it iteratively allocates Q
effort units to visible regions from its new position in search plan Pc using
pPc .et ( r ) + + = Trails. Allocationt ( r )

∑

r '∈V ( yt )

Trails. Allocationt ( r ')

(44)

where et (r ) + + is the feasible action of allocating one unit of effort in region r at time t. Many
single effort allocations may occur for the same region r at the same time t leading to Pc .et (r ) > 0 .

4.2.1.2. Updating the Trails and the Incumbent Solution
Two versions of AS were tested: Egalitarian AS and Elitist AS. The first variant updates the
pheromone values for all candidate solutions of the set Colony; the second variant updates the
pheromone values only when the candidate solution is “better” than the current incumbent Pi. The
most promising approach in finding search plans is Elitist AS. As a result, we present Elitist AS
only. Figure 21 shows the Update function of the Elitist AS algorithm.
Given a set of candidate solutions Colony, the current incumbent search plan Pi, and the data
structure containing the pheromone tables Trails, the Update function processes all candidate search
plans Pc and updates Trails according to equations (45) and (46) if Pc is “better” than the current
incumbent Pi.
∀t ∈ T : Trails.Patht ( Pc . yt ) ← Trails.Patht ( Pc . yt ) + ost ( Pc . yt )

(45)

∀t ∈ T : ∀r ∈ R : Pc .et ( r ) > 0 ⇒ Trails. Allocationt ( r ) ← Trails. Allocationt ( r ) + post ( r )

(46)
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In our context, Pc is better than Pi if its COS value is strictly higher than the COS value of Pi. Many
updates may occur depending on the colony evaluation order. Note that a small evaporation factor is
applied to all pheromone values in Trails prior to their update in order to avoid stagnation.

Figure 21: The Elitist AS algorithm’s Update function

4.3. The Experiment
The goal of our experiment was to compare the quality of the search plans of AS over a small set of
instances to the quality of the search plans obtained by a well-known and well-founded solution
scheme that guarantees the optimality of its solutions if it has enough time and computational
resources: ILOG CPLEX and a MILP model.
The experiment is structured in three phases. The first phase’s purpose is to find the best
pheromone model for AS (the egalitarian one or the elitist one). The second phase evaluates the
impact of the parameters of AS on this pheromone model (Elitist AS). The third phase compares the
AS algorithm to ILOG CPLEX. Our objective is to obtain insights on the AS algorithm’s
performance and not to prove the superiority of ACO techniques in comparison to MIP techniques.
The tests of phase 2 were conducted on environments 4, 5 and 6 (see Table 4 from section 3.2.1)
and the total allocated solving time was 2 hours. The tests of phase 1 where conducted on instances
0 to 6 while the tests of phase 3 were conducted on all the problem instances of Table 4 (section
3.2.1) and the total allowed solving time was 2 hours.
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4.3.1. The Configurations of ILOG CPLEX
In [6], we used ILOG CPLEX to solve OSPV problem instances with a detection model that does
not vary as a function of search effort (one unit of effort was available per time step). At the time,
several ILOG CPLEX configurations were tested and the goal was to evaluate the capacity of
CPLEX to find optimal solutions as a proof of concept of the OSPV problem formulation. In [55],
ILOG CPLEX was used to solve OSPV problem instances with a detection model that varies as a
function of a discrete search effort. While some of the configurations used in [55] were retained
from [6] (Default, ScaleUp, Feasibility), others configuration were removed (Optimality, NoCuts,
Order) to allow new tests (DepthFirst, BestEst). Our experiment presents the results of the ILOG
CPLEX configurations as summarized in Table 7. Unnumbered configurations were used in [6] or
[55] but are unused for our experiment.
Table 7: The configurations of ILOG CPLEX 11.2

No

Configuration name

Description

0

Default

The default parameters are used. The configuration is retained
from [6] and [55].

1

ScaleUp

All the probabilities of the MILP model are multiplied by a large
factor (100000). The configuration is retained from [6] and [55].

2

Feasibility

The solver puts more emphasis in finding feasible solutions. By
default, the emphasis between feasibility and optimality is
automatically balanced by the solver. The configuration is
retained from [6] and [55].

3

BestEst

The solver uses a best-first search approach based on the estimate
of the COS value given by its heuristics. The configuration is
retained from [55].

4

DepthFirst

The solver uses a depth-first search approach. The configuration
is retained from [55].

-

Optimality

The solver puts more emphasis in finding optimal solutions early.
The configuration was introduced in [6] and it was removed in
[55]. At the time, we believed that the effort of ILOG CPLEX in
proving optimality may reduce its overall performance.

-

NoCuts

All the cuts are disabled. Usually, cuts reduce the total space and
time needed to solve the problem. In some cases, cuts generation
costs too much solution time. The configuration was introduced in
[6]. It was removed in [55] since the time consumed by cuts does
not seem to interfere with the solving process.

-

Order

The configuration uses a specification of the logical order of the
variables in branching. The configuration was introduced in [6]. It
was removed in [55] due to its poor performance.
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4.3.2. The Configurations of the Ant Search Algorithm
The Ant Search experiment was conducted in three phases. In the first phase of the experiment, we
tested the Elitist and the Egalitarian pheromone models in order to determine the best one. Table 8
summarizes the tested pheromone models. In the second phase of the experiment, we estimated the
impact of the parameters on the performance of AS using the best pheromone model (Elitist). The
algorithm is evaluated on the problems 4, 5 and 6 using the following configurations:
•

C in {1, 100, 250, 500, 1000, 2500, 5000}, prdm = 0.1;

•

prdm in {0.0, 0.001, 0.01, 0.1, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1.0}, C = 100.

In phase 3, we first retained a colony size C = 1000 and a probability of exploration prdm = 0.001
and we evaluated the algorithm on the 8 problems for 10 runs. Supplementary results with prdm = 0.1
are presented. For all the tests, the evaporation factor is set to 0.1, the initial pheromone values are
set to 0.01 and the AS algorithm is configured to stop if no improvement occurs within 900 seconds
of the last incumbent’s update.
Table 8: The pheromone models of the Ant Search algorithm

No

Model name

Description

0

Elitist

Update process (section 4.2.1.2): The pheromone values in
Trails are updated only when a search plan Pc ∈ Colony has a
higher COS value than the current incumbent search plan Pi. The
overall success in region r at time t (ost) is added to the path
pheromone table (45). The local probability of success in region r
at time t (post) is added to the allocation pheromone table (46).
See section 4.2.1.2.
Generation process (section 4.2.1.1): The transition probability
is defined by equations (43) and (44) from section 4.2.1.1.

1

Egalitarian

The update and generation processes of Elitist AS are used.
The only exception is that the pheromone values are updated for
all Pc ∈ Colony .

4.4. Results and Discussion
The results of phase 1 are used to compare the pheromone models. Some results of phase 2 and 3
were presented in [55]. New results and comments are added.
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4.4.1. Phase 1: Testing the Pheromone Models
Figure 22 shows the COS values (a probability in [0.0, 1.0]) obtained by Elitist AS in comparison
with the COS values obtained by Egalitarian AS. These values were obtained for problem 0 to 6.

Figure 22: The COS obtained by Elitist AS and Egalitarian AS with C = 100 and prdm = 0.1 for problem 0
to 6

The mean difference between the COS values of Elitist AS and the COS values of Egalitarian AS is
approximately equal to 0.0506 (in favor of Elitist AS). While the COS values on problem 0 are
equal, we see that Elitist AS performs better than Egalitarian AS for larger problems (given our
problem instances and the algorithms’ configuration). For this reason, we retained Elitist AS for
phase 2.

4.4.2. Phase 2: Testing the Parameters
Figure 23 shows the COS as a function of increasing colony size (C) with an exploration probability
(prdm) of 0.1 for problems 4, 5 and 6. Figure 24 shows the COS as a function of an increasing
exploration probability (prdm) with a colony size (C) of 100 for problems 4, 5 and 6. For the
evaluated instances and configurations, the general tendency shows an increase in the last
incumbent’s COS value for larger colonies and a decrease in the last incumbent’s COS value when
prdm tends toward 1.0. When the value of prdm is too large the algorithm roughly corresponds to a
random search of the solutions’ space and its performance usually decreases. This tendency shows
the positive impact of using our pheromone model instead of a random search as it guides the
exploration of the solutions’ space. In view of these results, it is not clear whether the probability of
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exploration has helped to avoid local optima. However, a small prdm value seems to have a positive
impact on the incumbent’s quality of problems 5 and 6.

Figure 23: For problems 4 to 6, the COS value of the incumbent for increasing C values with prdm = 0.1

Figure 24: For problems 4 to 6, the COS value of the incumbent for increasing prdm values with C = 100

4.4.3. Phase 3: Comparing the AS Algorithm to our MILP Formulation
Figure 26 presents the time (in seconds) spent to obtain the last incumbent’s search plan for
problems 0 to 7. Figure 25 presents the corresponding COS values. The time to last incumbent
differs from the stopping time. This metric is preferred over the stopping time since it does not
consider the time used by CPLEX to prove the optimality of its solution. The values displayed for
Elitist AS are the average of 10 runs with C = 1000 and prdm = 0.001 (Elitist AS-1) and the average
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of 10 runs with C = 1000 and prdm = 0.1 (Elitist AS-2). The values displayed for CPLEX are the best
of the tested configurations. A lower time value and a higher COS value imply a better
performance.

Figure 25: The best COS obtained by CPLEX; the average COS obtained by Elitist AS with C = 1000 and
prdm = 0.001 (Elitist AS-1) and prdm = 0.1 (Elitist AS-2) over 10 runs

Figure 26: The best time to last incumbent obtained by CPLEX; the average time to last incumbent
obtained by Elitist AS with C = 1000 and prdm = 0.001 (Elitist AS-1) and prdm = 0.1 (Elitist AS-2) over 10
runs

In all the tested cases, CPLEX failed to prove the optimality of its solution within 2 hours.
Moreover, the MILP model of problems 6 and 7 were too large to fit in memory (considering the
current hardware and the tested software configuration). This explains the low values obtained by
CPLEX on problems 6 and 7. The average COS value of the last incumbent found by Elitist AS is
equal or higher to the best COS value of the last incumbent found by CPLEX for problems 0, 2, 4,
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5, 6 and 7. The exceptions are problem 1 and 3 where the average COS obtained by Elitist AS is
slightly below the best one of CPLEX. The average times to the last incumbent of Elitist AS are
below the ones of CPLEX. The exceptions are problem 4 and 5 (in the case of the Elitist AS-2
configuration only) where CPLEX found its first and last incumbent at the beginning of the solving
process without any further improvements and problems 6 and 7 where CPLEX failed to start its
solving process due to a lack of memory. The time to the last incumbent obtained by CPLEX on
problems 4, 5, 6 and 7 are irrelevant due to the poor incumbents’ quality: the best COS values are
approximately equal to 0.187, 0.053, 0.0 and 0.0 (respectively). These results are positive when we
consider that the Elitist AS algorithm was stopped 900 seconds after the last incumbent’s update (if
no improvement occurred). Introducing a diversification mechanism to perturb the pheromone
values after a specific delay of non improvement may yield better results.

Figure 27: For problem 0 to 7, the box plot (IQR = 1.5) of the last incumbent’s COS on 10 runs of Elitist
AS (C = 1000, prdm = 0.001)

Figure 27 shows the distribution of the last incumbents’ COS value obtained by Elitist AS for 10
runs on problems 0 to 7 with C = 1000 and prdm = 0.001. For problem 0 to 6, there are few outliers
considering an inter-quartile range (IQR) of 1.5 and the distribution of the COS values is relatively
narrow. While providing COS values that are superior in average to the results obtained with our
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MILP model, Elitist AS is relatively constant in its last incumbent’s quality (in view of the
evaluated problems and configurations). Considering our 10 runs on problems 1 to 5, the COS
values are within 0.005 of the mean in 95% of the cases. For problem 6, the confidence interval is
of 0.03 with all the values and of 0.01 when removing the extreme COS value of 0.494. For
problem 0, it is equal to 0.0.
Problem 7 is clearly more difficult to solve when the probability of exploration is set to 0.001,
the wide distribution suggests that the algorithm loses its tendency to produce constant results on
larger problems. In view of the outlier of problem 6 and of the lower values on problem 7 (the
incumbents for which the COS value is below 0.5), it seems that the algorithm has been trapped in a
local optimum early in the solving process. This is an interesting point in favor of evaluating a
pheromone reinitialization mechanism since the low-quality incumbents obtained on problems 6
and 7 also have low time to last incumbent (less than 600 seconds). Recalling that the algorithm was
stopped 15 minutes after the last incumbent’s improvement, this suggests that the lowest values are
the result of a local optimum convergence that could be avoided with reinitialization or with
diversification mechanisms.

Figure 28: For problem 0 to 7, the box plot (IQR = 1.5) of the last incumbent’s COS on 10 runs of Elitist
(C = 1000, prdm = 0.1)
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Considering the outlier obtained of problem 6 (COS = 0.494) and the widely spread distribution
on problem 7, further tests using the same random numbers with prdm = 0.1 suggest that these
solutions were local optima that can be avoided (in some cases) using a higher probability of
exploration. Figure 28 shows the new distribution of the last incumbents’ COS value obtained by
Elitist AS for 10 runs on problems 0 to 7 with C = 1000 and prdm = 0.1. One point in favor of using a
slightly higher probability of exploration value is the absence of outlier for problem 6 and the
narrower distribution for problem 7. Again, the lowest results on problem 7 (a COS value of
0.466743 and a COS value of 0.471413) seem due to the fact that we stopped the algorithm 15
minutes after the last incumbent’s enhancement. The time to last incumbent obtained for these two
outliers (below 150 seconds) suggests a local optimum that could be avoided by using
diversification and/or reinitialization mechanisms as well as by removing our 15 minutes time limit
after the last incumbent’s enhancement.

Chapter 5

A Multi-Criteria Approach

Extending the OSPV problem formulation to use multiple objectives has several benefits. One
major benefit comes from the practical aspects of detection search problems: a real world search
operation does not consist of finding the search object at all costs. For instance, an efficient search
plan in a hostile environment must consider the possible threats, the terrain type or topology that
may influence the troop’s safety, the search unit’s limits, etc. In addition to enhancing the
expressivity and the applicability of the model, using a notion of trade-off between a set of wellchosen criteria is a way to help the decision maker evaluates the quality of a solution: two solutions
of equal COS value may not be equivalent in terms of other quality measures (e.g., rapidity, safety,
complexity). However, the expressivity of a multi-criteria formulation has a cost in terms of
computational complexity that comes with additional criteria. Furthermore, for most multi-criteria
problems the notion of optimality needs to be replaced by the notion of efficiency (i.e., Pareto
optimality) [13] in order to take into account the trade-offs between competing criteria.
In multi-criteria optimization, a Pareto optimal solution is a feasible solution that is not
dominated by any other feasible solutions. Thus considering the OSPV problem and the criteria set

F = { f1 , f 2 ,..., f|F | } where each criterion f ∈ F is a function from the space of all feasible search
plans Ψ to the space of the objectives f (usually  ), a search plan P dominates a search plan P’ if
and only if the value of each criterion for P is “better” or equal (strictly “better” for at least one
criterion) than the value of P’. In the case where the objectives of F are all to be minimized, the
dominance relation P ≺ P ' is defined as
∀P, P ' ∈ Ψ : P ≺ P ' ⇔ (∀f ∈ F : f ( P ) ≤ f ( P ')) ∧ (∃f ∈ F : f ( P ) < f ( P '))

(47)

For instance, when maximizing the COS criterion and minimizing the total path length (TPL), a
search plan P such that COS ( P) = 0.8 and TPL ( P ) = 12 dominates a search plan P’ such that
COS ( P ') = 0.8 and TPL = 12.5 . Considering two Pareto optimal search plans P and P’ in terms of
competing criteria, there are no means of telling which one is superior solely by comparing their
evaluations. In this case, they are considered as Pareto equivalent solutions to the formulated OSPV
problem ( P ∼ P ' ).
As a result of the Pareto equivalence and of the Pareto dominance relations, the idea of multicriteria optimization is not to find one optimal solution but to find the set of all Pareto optimal
solutions, i.e., the Pareto optimal set PSET* defined by equation (48) in the OSPV problem’s case.
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PSET * = { P ∈Ψ : ¬(∃P ' ∈Ψ : P ' ≺ P)}

(48)

In the objectives space, the solutions of PSET* form what is called the Pareto front PFRONT*
defined by equation (49). Since F is a function from the decision space (the space of all solutions)
to the objectives space (the space of all objective values), the points of the Pareto front are the
images of the points of the Pareto set.

PFRONT * = {F ( x) : x ∈ PSET *}

(49)

For many problems or when there are strong time constraints on the solving process, it is impossible
to find all the solutions of PSET* [57]. Thus the algorithm’s goal is to find a set of Pareto optimal
solutions (say PSET) approximating PSET* while covering the possible trade-offs of PFRONT*
(i.e., PFRONT). In other words, a good approximation algorithm will:
•

find solutions in PSET that converge to PSET* and

•

keep the diversity in PFRONT to cover all the possible trade-offs of PFRONT*.

Alternatively, we may wish to discover PFRONT* and/or to diversify on PSET*.
In the following section, we formulate additional criteria to enhance the expressivity of the
single criterion OSPV problem formulation. We then present the revisited experimental framework
and the implemented algorithms. Finally, we conclude with a presentation and a discussion of the
results, of the encountered issues and of the remaining work.

5.1. Formulation of Additional Criteria
The objective of this section is to consider several real life aspects of a search operation and to
integrate them in a notion of “efficient” search plan. Many criteria can be taken into account; the
purpose of this chapter is not to discuss them all but to explore multi-criteria optimization in the
OSPV problem context. For instance the search plan’s efficiency may depend on its quality in terms
of goal attainment (i.e., finding the search object), on its safety and on its complexity. The criteria
used to enhance the initial OSPV problem formulation come from these categories. More
specifically, we will consider the cumulative overall probability of success (COS), the probability of
hazard due to terrain type and topology (CH) and the path length in distance units (TPL).
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5.1.1. The Cumulative Overall Probability of Success (COS)
As defined in the initial OSPV problem’s formulation (see equation (19)), COS(P) is the probability
of finding the search object within a fixed number of time steps T when the search unit follows the
search plan P. This criterion is considered because it meets the goal of a detection search problem,
i.e., finding the search object. The maximization of the COS is the same as the minimization of the
COF (the cumulative overall probability of failure) that may be defined as

min P∈Ψ COF ( P) = 1 − COS ( P)

(50)

5.1.2. The Cumulative Probability of Hazard (CH)
Considering a given search unit and the environment’s characteristics (e.g., the terrain type and
topology), one can evaluate the safety of the search unit in different regions. This criterion differs
from the search unit’s capability constraints defined using the accessibility graph in that a path may
be treacherous even if it is within the search unit’s limits. This notion of safety is found in research
and in practice. For instance, the mobility predictions are used to evaluate the safety of the path in
path planning for unmanned ground vehicles (e.g., [58]) while the security of the manned patrols in
a SAR operation is clearly a criterion to consider. In all cases, risks are often necessary but need to
be minimized.
To stay generic in terms of search unit types (e.g., a manned patrol, an unmanned vehicle) and
terrain characteristics (e.g., desert, mountains, forest), the mobility prediction will be quantified
using a probability of hazard in each region r (poh(r)). This is the probability that something
undesirable occurs to a search unit that tries to cross region r at an arbitrary time step. Informally,
this probability is high in dangerous regions where the unit has a lower mobility (e.g., dense
vegetation with uneven terrain) and low in safe regions where the unit has a higher mobility (e.g.,
roads). It is assumed that the hazards are independent across regions; that is, the probability that a
hazard occurs in region r does not influence the probability that a hazard occurs in a different region
s (51).
Pr(hazard in r ∩ hazard in s ) = Pr(hazard in r ) × Pr(hazard in s )

(51)

We wish to minimize the probability that a hazard occurs during the search operation (CH) as
defined by equation (52).
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Pr(∪ t∈I hazard in yt )

(52)

The computation of equation (52) can be simplified if we consider the complement of the
probabilities of hazard. Since the probabilities that no hazard occurs are independent, the
probability of equation (52) is equal to the probability of equation (53).
Pr(¬∩ t∈I ¬hazard in yt ) = 1 − Pr(∩ t∈I ¬hazard in yt )

(53)

This last definition enables us to formulate the CH criterion as the negation of the conjunction of
the probabilities of no-hazard at each search plan’s stage, a set of independent events (54).
CH ( P )= 1 − ∏ t∈I (1 − poh( yt ))

(54)

An ideal search plan P minimizes the CH criterion (55).
min P∈Ψ CH ( P ) = 1 − ∏ t∈I (1 − poh( yt ))

(55)

5.1.3. The Total Path Length (TPL)
The search plan’s complexity is to be minimized. For instance, a search plan involving travelling
tremendous distances while executing a complex sequence of observations may be impossible to
follow by a manned patrol. In this multi-criteria approach, the total length of the path in distance
units will characterize the search plan complexity. Equation (56) is the corresponding criterion.
min P∈Ψ TPL( P) = ∑ t∈I dist ( yt −1 , yt )

(56)

5.2. The Experimental Framework and Methodology Revisited
This section describes the multi-criteria characteristics of the OSPV framework and the
experimental methodology used for our multi-criteria experiments.

5.2.1. Generating the Random Problem Instances
The assumptions made during the problem instances generation of the single criterion experiment
hold for the generation of the random problem instances of the multi-criteria formulation. The TPL
criterion value in distance units may be inferred from existing data (i.e., the regions’ position). The
addition of the CH criterion implies the random generation of the local probability of hazard in each
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region r (poh(r)). All the probabilities of hazard have been randomly generated using a uniform
distribution such that 0.0 ≤ pohmin ≤ poh(r ) ≤ pohmax ≤ 1.0 hold true for all regions r. For the
uniform grids of Table 4 (subsection 3.2.1), we used pohmin = 0.0 and pohmax = 0.002.

5.2.2. Evaluating the Quality of a Solution
In our multi-criteria context, the output of the algorithms (their “solution”) is not a single search
plan but a set of search plans that converges to PSET* and that is highly diversified over PFRONT*.
Such a set will be called the incumbent archive Ai (i.e., the approximation PSET). In order to
evaluate the quality of PSET, we chose three quality indicators: the cardinality measure indicator
Indp, the generational distance indicator IndGD and the extent indicator Index [57]. The first two
indicators are convergence-based indicators in that they evaluate the convergence of PSET to
PSET*; the third indicator is a diversity-based indicator in that it evaluates the extent of PSET in the
objectives space. For each experiment’s phase, we generated a reference set (RSET) that is the
union of all the generated incumbent archives of a given problem instance minus the dominated
solutions. For instance, if the first phase of the experiment consists in testing 2 algorithms on 3
instances, there will be 3 reference sets (one for each instance) and 6 incumbent archives. RSET is
used by the cardinality measure indicator and by the generational distance indicator to assess the
quality of each PSET in terms of convergence to PSET* (PSET* is unknown for our instances).
The cardinality measure indicator is a convergence indicator corresponding to the proportion of
solutions in PSET that belong to the reference set RSET (57).

Ind p ( PSET , RSET ) =

PSET ∩ RSET

(57)

RSET

A high value implies that the archive found by the algorithm contributes to the reference set. For
instance, a value of 0.8 indicates that 80% of the solutions in PSET are found in RSET. A higher
value is better. The generational distance to the reference set is a convergence indicator. It
corresponds to the average Euclidean distance between the solutions of PSET and the solutions of
RSET in the objective space (58).

Ind GD

(∑
( PSET , RSET ) =

P∈PSET

min R∈RSET F ( P ) − F ( R )
RSET

2 1/ 2

)

(58)
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The generational distance indicator is computed on normalized criteria values. The values are
normalized using the known bounds of each objective function. For indicators computation, these
bounds are inferred from the reference set RSET and from encountered PSETs. Equation (59)
presents the normalization used on the objective function f of a given search plan P.
f norm ( P ) =

f ( P ) − f min
f max − f min

(59)

fmin and fmax are the best known minimum and maximum values of f with respect to the experiment.
For each reference set, there are a list of maximal bounds and a list of minimal bounds. A lower
generational distance value is better. The extent of an archive is a diversity indicator. It is computed
using the sum of the maximal Euclidean distance between the criteria values of each solutions pair
(60).

Index ( PSET ) =

(∑

f ∈F

max P , P '∈PSET f ( P) − f ( P ')

1/ 2

)

(60)

The extent is computed on normalized criteria values (59) and a higher value is better.

5.3. Pareto Ant Search
In [12], Doerner et al. introduced the Pareto ACO (PACO) algorithm and applied it to a multicriteria portfolio selection problem (see also [59]). Two algorithm’s variants for a multi-criteria
activity crashing problem (e.g., in project management) were also presented in [60]. The global (and
simplified) concept is to use a single ant colony to find non dominated solutions and to store them
in an incumbent archive Ai of non dominated solutions. Other approaches using multiple colonies
and communications and/or negotiations mechanisms between the colonies are reviewed in [61].
For instance, the multi-objective Ant-Q (MOAQ) algorithm employs one colony for each criterion
(an example of application may be found in [62]). There are also algorithms using non-homogenous
colonies where the ants have different preferences for each criterion. Iredi et al. [63] employs such
heterogeneous colonies with multiple pheromone data structures per colony (one per criterion). The
PACO algorithm uses a single colony with multiple pheromone data structures (one per criterion). It
is an attractive approach since there is no need to implement a negotiation mechanism between
multiple colonies.
In Pareto AS, we applied the idea of PACO (a single colony) to the OSPV problem using two
pheromone models. The model of subsection 5.3.1.1 is similar to the model used in [12] and [60] in
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that the pheromone values of each criterion are stored in different pheromone data structures. There
may be more than one data structures for a single criterion if the criterion is influenced by more
than one action type. For instance, the COS criterion is influenced by the search unit’s moves and
effort allocations. Thus the COS criterion is linked to two tables: a path table and an allocation
table. Subsection 5.3.1.2 presents a different approach where the pheromone model uses one table
for all objectives belonging to one action type (e.g., moving, searching). The algorithm’s outline is
presented on Figure 29.

Figure 29: The Pareto Ant Search algorithm

Given a multi-criteria OSPV problem instance, a probability of exploration prdm and the
pheromone data structure Trails, the algorithm first generates a colony Colony of C candidates
search plans. It then updates the pheromone data structure Trails and the incumbent archive Ai
according to the pheromone model. In all the considered pheromone models, the update equations
use the contribution value of the action to the global criterion value. This normalized quality
indicator is defined for each action type and for all criteria influenced by this action type. For a
maximization criterion, we define the contribution value fcont of an action act on a criterion f as
follows:

f cont ( g act ) =

g act − g min + ε
g max − g min + ε

(61)

where gact is the quality indicator of action act computed with respect to the objective function f,
gmin and gmax are the best known minimum and maximum values of the quality indicator g on any
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encountered action act and ε is a small value. The gmin and the gmax values are obtained from the g
values observed during the pheromone update process. For instance, COS cont ( g act ) is the
contribution of action act to the COS criterion considering the quality indicator g, gmin and gmax. For
a minimization criterion, we define the contribution fcont on a criterion f as follows:

f cont ( g act ) = 1.0 − f cont ( g act )

(62)

Once again, the best known minimum and maximum values of g are used. It is necessary to
introduce this kind of normalization to rescale the values used in the pheromone update process.
This normalization avoids giving more importance to a single criterion for which the scale is much
wider than other criteria (e.g., the TPL criterion).
Two action types influence the COS value (i.e., the search unit’s moves and effort allocations).
For the search unit’s moves, the overall probability of success at time t (ost) is used to compute the
contribution of the action to the overall COS value (see equation (40)). For the search unit’s effort
allocation in a region r at time t, the local probability of success in r at time t (post(r)) is used to
compute the contribution (see equation (41)). The CH criterion is influenced by the path of the
search unit only. For a given move at time t, the contribution to the CH criterion (obtained from the
quality indicator cht) is obtained from the CH value at time t and from the CH value at time t – 1:

(

∀t ∈ I : cht = 1 − ∏ i∈{1,...,t } (1 − poh( yi )) − 1 − ∏ i∈{1,...,t −1} (1 − poh( yi ))
= ∏ i∈{1,...,t −1} (1 − poh( yi )) − ∏ i∈{1,...,t } (1 − poh( yi ))
= poh( yt ) ×

(∏

i∈{1,..., t −1}

(1 − poh( yi ))

)
(63)

)

This equation corresponds to the probability that a hazard occurs in yt and that no hazard occurred
before. The TPL criterion is influenced by the search unit’s moves only. For a move at time t, the
contribution to the TPL criterion value is the distance between yt-1 and yt:
∀t ∈ I : tplt = dist ( yt −1 , yt )

(64)

The values of ost, post, cht and tplt are used to compute the contribution of each action during the
pheromone update process of subsection 5.3.2. The following subsections describe the
GeneratePareto and the UpdatePareto functions for each pheromone model.
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5.3.1. Generating the Colony of Candidate Solutions
The generation process is similar to the one of the AS algorithm. Again, we defined pact in terms of
pheromone values only (see equation (42)). Figure 30 shows the GeneratePareto function.

Figure 30: The Pareto AS algorithm’s GeneratePareto function

Given a multi-criteria OSPV problem instance, the number of candidate solutions to generate C,
a probability of exploration prdm, and the pheromone data structure Trails, the GeneratePareto
function constructs one candidate solution for each ant and stores it in the Colony set. As in the AS
algorithm, an ant has a small probability prdm of choosing a random move and a random search
effort allocation at each time step. If the ant does not choose a random move and a random effort
allocation, it uses the pheromone model. Two pheromone models using different pheromone data
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structure were tested. Subsection 5.3.1.1 describes a multi-data structures pheromone model where
each criterion has its own pheromone data structure inside Trails. Subsection 5.3.1.2 describes a
single-data structure pheromone model where only one table per action type is used for each action
type.

5.3.1.1. A Multi-Data Structures Transition Probability
For this model four T × N tables contain the pheromone values (one table for effort allocations,
three tables for path). As in [12], the multi-data structures pheromone model uses a preference (or
weight) value for each criterion. Let FPath = {COS , TPL , CH } be the set of criteria influencing the
path, FAllocation = {COS } be the set of criteria influencing the effort allocation and Pref be a function
associating a weight to each criterion such that Pref ( f ) is the weight of criterion f (65).
∀f ∈ F : 0.0 ≤ Pref ( f ) ≤ 1.0

(65)

The weights in Pref are randomly generated for each ant using a uniform distribution.
Let Trails ( f ).Path be the T × N table for path actions on criterion f and pP. yt ←r be the transition
probability of the action corresponding to a move to region r in search plan P at time t. Let
Trails ( f ). Allocation be the T × N table for effort allocations actions on criterion f and pP.et ( r ) ++ be
the transition probability of the action corresponding to a single search effort allocation to region r
in search plan P at time t. If the ant uses the pheromone values of Trails along with the preference
of Pref at time step t, it first moves to an accessible region from its current position in search plan
Pc using

pPc . yt ←r =

∑
∑

f ∈FPath

f ∈FPath

Pref ( f ) × (Trails( f ).Patht (r ))

Pref ( f ) × ∑ r '∈A( y ) Trails( f ) Patht (r ')

(66)

t −1

Then it iteratively allocates Q effort units to visible regions from its new position in search plan Pc
using

pPc .et ( r ) ++ =

∑
∑

f ∈FAllocation

f ∈FAllocation

Pref ( f ) × (Trails( f ). Allocationt (r ))

Pref ( f ) × ∑ r '∈V ( y ) Trails( f ). Allocationt (r ')
t

(67)
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The random preferences are used to stay close to the PACO algorithm formulation. However, we
use a different transition probability definition closer to that of our AS algorithm.

5.3.1.2. A Single-Data Structure Transition Probability
The single-data structure model for transition probability is equivalent to the one used for the AS
algorithm (see equations (43) and (44) from subsection 4.2.1.1). Only one T × N table is used for
each action type for a total of two tables and the preferences Pref are not used.

5.3.2. Updating the Trails and the Incumbent Archive
This section presents the update function used by our two different pheromone models. Figure 31
shows the outline of the UpdatePareto function.

Figure 31: The Pareto AS algorithm’s UpdatePareto function

Given a set of candidate search plans Colony, an incumbent archive Ai, a pheromone data
structure Trails and the interval in number of iterations used to reinitialize the pheromone values
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interval, the function first applies the evaporation factor to reduce the values in Trails and then
evaluates the candidate search plans of Colony. If a search plan Pc ∈ Colony is non-dominated with
respect to Ai, the values in Trails are updated (see subsections 5.3.2.1 and 5.3.2.2). If it is nondominated and if there is no equivalent search plan with respect to the objectives space in Ai, then it
is added to Ai and the dominated solutions are removed. The values in Trails are reinitialized if the
number of iterations since the last update of the incumbent archive Ai corresponds to interval. For
interval = 0, the pheromone values are never reinitialized.

5.3.2.1. A Multi-Data Structures Update
In the multiple tables case, for each action type, the pheromone values of a given criterion table are
updated using the contribution of the action to this criterion. For FPath = {COS , CH , TPL} and
FAllocation = {COS } , the following equations are used:
∀t ∈ T : Trails (COS ).Patht ( Pc . yt ) ← Trails (COS ).Patht ( Pc . yt ) + COS cont (ost ( Pc . yt ))

(68)

∀t ∈ T : Trails(CH ).Patht ( Pc . yt ) ← Trails(CH ).Patht ( Pc . yt ) + CH cont (cht ( Pc . yt ))

(69)

∀t ∈ T : Trails(TPL).Patht ( Pc . yt ) ← Trails(TPL).Patht ( Pc . yt ) + TPLcont (tplt ( Pc . yt ))

(70)

∀t ∈ T : ∀r ∈ R : Pc .et (r ) > 0 ⇒
Trails (COS ). Allocationt (r ) ← Trails (COS ). Allocationt ( r ) + COScont ( post (r ))

(71)

Each single effort allocation (i.e., the action of allocating one unit of effort in region r at time t
Pc .et ( r ) + + ) are considered as a whole in equation (71).

5.3.2.2. A Single-Data Structure Update
In the single table per action type case, the pheromone values are updated using the contribution of
all influencing criteria. For FPath = {COS , CH , TPL} and FAllocation = {COS } , the following equations
are used:
∀t ∈ T : Trails.Patht ( Pc . yt ) ←
Trails.Patht ( Pc . yt ) + COS cont (ost ( Pc . yt )) + CH cont (cht ( Pc . yt )) + TPLcont (tplt ( Pc . yt ))

∀t ∈ T : ∀r ∈ R : Pc .et (r ) > 0 ⇒
Trails. Allocationt ( r ) ← Trails. Allocationt ( r ) + COScont ( post (r ))

(72)

(73)
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Each single effort allocation (i.e., the action of allocating one unit of effort in region r at time t
Pc .et ( r ) + + ) are considered as a whole in equation (73).

5.4. Lexicographic Ant Search
In a lexicographic optimization method, the criteria in F are ranked according to their priority and
are optimized sequentially in a manner that the optimal value of a higher priority objective is not
decreased during subsequent optimizations [13]. Let F = [ f1 ,..., f|F | ] be such that fi has a higher
priority than f i +1 for all i ∈{1,...,| F | −1} . A lexicographic method first solves an optimization
problem for f1 and stores the set of alternatives A1 where each solutions x, y ∈ A1 are such that
f1 ( x ) = f1 ( y ) . A second optimization problem is then solved for f2 with the additional constraint

that the value of f1 cannot be deteriorated to produce A2. The process continues until the production
of A| F | or until only one solution remains. A point in favor of this approach is that it is closely
related to the reasoning process of an individual [13]. Moreover, the solutions returned by such a
lexicographic approach are Pareto optimal solutions [57]. Sometimes, a tolerance factor may be
introduced to allow a small decrease in previously optimized objective functions.
While the Pareto AS algorithm uses the concept of Pareto optimality to update the pheromone
trails and the incumbent archive Ai, our Lexicographic AS algorithm optimizes each criterion
independently to generate its incumbent archive Ai. The multiple ant colony system for vehicle
routing problems with time windows (MACS-VRPTW) [64] is an example of lexicographic-like
ACO algorithm with multiple colonies where each colony optimizes one criterion. Other
approaches to multi-criteria ACO are reviewed in [61]. Our Lexicographic AS algorithm uses a
single colony approach.
The main difference between the Lexicographic and the Pareto AS algorithms is in the
pheromone update process. The Lexicographic AS algorithm stores a criteria permutation
corresponding to the current priority order of the criteria. For this permutation it keeps an archive AL
of “lexicographically” optimal solutions. The lexicographic archive AL is used to guide the update
process of the pheromone values in Trails and of the incumbent archive Ai (subsection 5.4.2). A
solution P entering AL as a lexicographically optimal solution is also stored in Ai if it is nondominated. After a specific number of iterations since the update of Ai, the algorithm varies the
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criteria priority permutation and reinitializes the lexicographic archive AL. By the end of the solving
process, it returns an incumbent archive Ai of non-dominated solutions. Figure 32 summarizes the
Lexicographic AS algorithm.

Figure 32: The Lexicographic Ant Search algorithm

Given a multi-criteria OSPV problem instance OspvMc, a colony size C, a probability of
exploration prdm, the maximal size for AL size and the interval in number of iterations used to vary
the criteria permutation Perm, the algorithm iteratively generates a colony Colony of C incumbent
search plans and updates the pheromone trails Trails and the incumbent archive Ai. The
GenerateLexicographic function (subsection 5.4.1) uses the transition probabilities defined for the
single-data structure models of section 5.3.1.2. The criteria permutation Perm defines the current
priority order of all criteria. A permutation Perm = [ f1 ,..., f| F | ] is such that fi has a higher priority
than f i +1 for all i ∈{1,...,| F | −1} . The permutation of criteria is varied during the solving process to
enable the algorithm to find trade-off solutions between the criteria.

5.4.1. Generating the colony of Candidate Solutions
The generation process is similar to the one of Pareto AS in the single-data structure case
(subsection 5.3.1.2). Figure 33 presents the outline of the GenerateLexicographic function.
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Figure 33: The Lexicographic AS algorithm’s GenerateLexicographic function

Given a multi-criteria OSPV problem instance, the number of candidate solutions to generate C,
a

probability

of

exploration

prdm

and

the

pheromone

data

structure

Trails,

the

GenerateLexicographic function constructs a candidate solution for each ant and stores them in the
Colony set. At each time step, an ant has a small probability prdm of choosing a random move and a
random search effort allocation. If the ant does not choose a random move and effort allocation, it
uses the pheromone values in Trails. In this case, the transition probabilities are defined by
equations (43) and (44) from subsection 4.2.1.1. The equations are recalled here for clarity
purposes:
pPc . yt ←r = Trails.Patht (r )

∑

r '∈A ( yt −1 )

pPc .et ( r ) ++ = Trails. Allocationt (r )

∑

Trails.Patht (r ')

r '∈V ( yt )

Trails. Allocationt (r ')
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where Pc . yt ← r is the action of moving to the region r at time t in search plan Pc and Pc .et ( r ) + +
is the action of adding one unit of effort to region r at time t in search plan Pc. As in the AS
algorithm and the Pareto AS algorithm, each single effort unit is sequentially allocated during the
generation phase.

5.4.2. Updating the Trails and the Archives
This section describes the update process of the Lexicographic AS algorithm (Figure 34).
Given a set of candidate search plans Colony, an incumbent archive Ai, a lexicographic archive
AL and its maximum size size, a pheromone data structure Trails, the parameter interval used to vary
the permutation of criteria Perm and the current permutation of criteria Perm, the function’s task is
to update Trails, AL and Ai. The lexicographic archive AL purpose is to store a temporary set of
solutions that are (or had been) considered lexicographically optimal by the algorithm. This archive
AL is then used as a reference to find new “lexicographically” optimal solutions, to update the
incumbent archive Ai and to update the pheromone values in Trails. Each search plan Pc is tested
sequentially on each criterion according to its current criteria priority order in Perm. Suppose that

Perm = [ f1 ,..., f| F | ] is such that fi has a higher priority than f i +1 for all i ∈{1,...,| F | −1} . If a search
plan Pc is better on f1 than at least one search plan in AL it is used to update Trails. For a given
criterion fi ∈{COS , CH , TPL} , the pheromone values in Trails are updated using equations (74) to
(77) depending on the criterion and on the action type influencing that criterion. For instance,
equations (74) and (77) will be use for f i = COS .
∀t ∈ T : Trails.Patht ( Pc . yt ) ← Trails.Patht ( Pc . yt ) + COS cont (ost ( Pc . yt ))

(74)

∀t ∈ T : Trails.Patht ( Pc . yt ) ← Trails.Patht ( Pc . yt ) + CH cont (cht ( Pc . yt ))

(75)

∀t ∈ T : Trails.Patht ( Pc . yt ) ← Trails.Patht ( Pc . yt ) + TPLcont (tplt ( Pc . yt ))

(76)

∀t ∈ T : ∀r ∈ R : Pc .et (r ) > 0 ⇒
Trails. Allocationt (r ) ← Trails. Allocationt (r ) + COScont ( post (r ))

(77)

If AL is full (i.e., |AL| is equal to size), the solutions P in AL for which Pc is better than P on criterion
f1 are removed from AL. Then Pc is added to archive AL if AL is not full and to archive Ai if it is nondominated with respect to Ai and if a solution of equal quality in terms of F does not exist in Ai (see
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Figure 34: The Lexicographic AS algorithm’s UpdateLexicographic function

Figure 35). After these updates, the algorithm proceeds to the next search plan in Colony. If a search
plan Pc is not better on f1 than at least one search plan in AL but if it is equal on f1 to at least one
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search plan in AL, it is used to update the Trails and the algorithm proceeds to next criterion in Perm
(say f2). For a search plan Pc, the process goes on until it is not better or equal on a criterion

fi ∈ Perm than at least one solution in AL or until all the criteria of Perm has been evaluated.

Figure 35: The Lexicographic AS algorithm’s AddToParetoArchive function

The manner the search plans are evaluated to enter AL is lexicographic by nature. If a search plan
is better on the highest priority criterion, it is then added to AL; if not, the following criterion is
considered if the search plan is at least equal on the previous criterion; and so on. The same is true
for the pheromone update in Trails since only the considered lexicographically optimal search plans
are allowed to influence the pheromone values. However, an interesting point is that AL may contain
non-lexicographically optimal solutions due to its cleaning process (it is cleaned only when it is full
and not necessarily according to the most important criteria f1). We consider that the size of AL (a
parameter of the algorithm) jointly with the solutions in AL act as a variable tolerance factor that
adds variety in the pheromone update process of the UpdateLexicographic function. For a
lexicographic archive size of 1, only locally lexicographic solutions are considered. For a
lexicographic archive size larger than 1, the non-lexicographically optimal solutions in AL may
imply the evaluation of candidate solutions Pc ∈ Colony that are non-lexicographically optimal
when compared to the true current lexicographic optimum in AL.
Another interesting point is the (re)initialization of the lexicographic archive AL and of the
current permutation of criteria Perm after a specific non-improvement interval. One of the
algorithm’s parameter is the interval in number of iterations since the last incumbent archive’s (Ai)
update (interval) used to reinitialize AL and Perm. In our experiment, we tested two pheromone
models. The first one considers a random (re)initialization of Perm while the second selects the next
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permutation according to the lexicographic order of all the criteria permutations. Our multi-criteria
OSPV formulation contains 3 criteria. Thus there are only 6 permutations of criteria and the second
model seems appropriate. However, when the number of criteria is high, the total number of
permutations may be too high to allow this approach. This explains why we also developed the first
model where the permutations are randomly generated.

5.5. The Experiment
The experiment’s purpose is to evaluate Pareto AS and Lexicographic AS in the OSPV problem
context. After having explored multi-criteria optimization in the OSPV problem context, we wished
to evaluate two AS variants in order to test the algorithms for possible future refinement. Our goal
is not to discard one solving technique in favor of the other.
The experiment was conducted in three phases. The first phase aims at finding the best
pheromone model for each algorithm. In the second phase, we evaluate the impact of the parameters
on each algorithm using the best pheromone model. In the third phase, we compare Pareto AS and
Lexicographic AS on a small set of OSPV problem instances. The tests of phases 1 and 2 were
conducted on environment 4 of Table 4 (see section 3.2.1) and the total allocated solving time was
30 minutes. The tests for phase 3 were conducted on all the problem instances of Table 4 (see
section 3.2.1). We chose the total allowed time to make the environment 0 challenging for the
algorithms while enabling sufficient convergence to evaluate them on environment 4 during phase
1. The total allowed time for other problem instances was roughly scaled according to the total
number of time steps allowed in each environment. It is clear, however, that the total number of
time steps T is not the only complexity factor and that even more time may be needed to allow the
full convergence the algorithms. Table 9 shows the allowed time for each environment of Table 4.
Table 9: The allowed time on the uniform grid environments of Table 4

Environment
No
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Grid size (# of cells)
Height
Width
2
2
3
3
4
4
5
5
6
6
7
7
10
10
15
15

Time
T
4
9
16
25
36
49
100
225

Effort
Q
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

Allowed time
Minutes
3
5
15
20
30
40
80
185
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5.5.1. The Configurations of Pareto Ant Search
For all the tests, the evaporation factor is set to 0.1 and the initial pheromone values are set to 0.01.
The probability of exploration value (prdm = 0.1) and the colony size value (C = 1000) are inferred
from the single criterion experiment on the AS algorithm. In the first phase of the experiment, we
tested the single-data structure pheromone model (PAS Single) and the multiple-data structure
pheromone model (PAS Multi) to determine the most promising one. Table 10 summarizes the
tested pheromone models.
Table 10: The pheromone models of the Pareto AS algorithm

No

Model name

Description

0

PAS Single

Update process (section 5.3.2.2): The pheromone trails in Trails are
updated only when a search plan Pc ∈ Colony is non-dominated with
respect to the incumbent archive Ai.
The incumbent archive Ai is updated only when a search plan
Pc ∈ Colony is non-dominated and non-equivalent (in terms of F)
with respect to the incumbent archive Ai.
For all path-influenced criteria (COS, TPL, CH), the contribution
value of each criterion is added to a single path table.
For the allocation-influenced criterion (COS), the contribution value
of this criterion is added to a single effort allocation table.
Generation process (section 5.3.1.2): The transition probability is
defined by equations (43) and (44) from section 4.2.1.1.

1

PAS Multi

The update and the generation processes are similar to PAS Single.
The differences come from the use of more than one pheromone data
structure per action type.
Update process (section 5.3.2.1): For all path-influenced criteria
(COS, TPL, CH), the contribution value of each criterion is added to a
specific path table.
For the allocation-influenced criterion (COS), the contribution value
of this criterion is added to a single effort allocation table.
Generation process (section 5.3.1.1): The transition probability is
defined by equations (66) and (67) from section 5.3.1.1.

The phase 1 consisted of 10 runs of the two models on problem 4 with C = 1000, prdm = 0.1 and
interval = 500. A reinitialization interval of 500 iterations is reasonable since preliminary
experiments showed that the algorithm can do more than 2000 iterations on environment 4 in 30
minutes (considering our current hardware). Thus this interval allows a reinitialization of the
pheromone values in case where a local optimum is encountered early without interfering with the
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solving process. For each run, the algorithms were stopped after 30 minutes. In the second phase of
the experiment, we estimated the impact of the parameters on the performance of Pareto AS using
the best pheromone model (PAS Single). Each configuration was evaluated for 10 runs on the
problem 4. Each run lasted 30 minutes. The following configurations were used to determine the
best reinitialization interval:
•

C = 1000, prdm = 0.1, interval in {25, 50, 100, 250, 500}.

For phase 3, the pheromone model PAS Single was run on the 8 environments using the following
configuration: C = 1000, prdm = 0.1, interval = 100.

5.5.2. The Configurations of Lexicographic Ant Search
For all the tests, the evaporation factor is set to 0.1 and the initial pheromone values are set to 0.01.
The probability of exploration value (prdm = 0.1) and the colony size value (C = 1000) are inferred
from the single criterion experiment on the AS algorithm. Table 11 summarizes the pheromone
models of phase 1.
Table 11: The pheromone models of the Lexicographic AS algorithm

No

Model name

Description

0

LAS Random

Update process (section 5.4.2): The current permutation Perm of all
criteria and the lexicographic archive AL influence the update of the
pheromone trails as well as the update of the incumbent archive Ai.
After a specific interval of non improvement of Ai, a random
permutation is selected as the current permutation.
The lexicographic archive AL is updated only when a search plan
Pc ∈ Colony is “lexicographically” optimal with respect to the
lexicographic archive AL. AL is a finite set of solutions with a maximal
size that may contain non-lexicographically optimal search plans due
to its cleaning process. AL is cleaned before adding a search plan and
only when it is full.
For all path-influenced criteria (COS, TPL, CH), the contribution value
of each action is added to a single path table. The contribution of a
given action in terms of a given criterion is added only if the search
plan Pc ∈ Colony is lexicographically optimal (or equivalent)
according to AL and to this criterion.
For the allocation-influenced criterion (COS), the contribution value of
each action is added to a single effort allocation table. The
contribution of a given action in terms of a given criterion is added
only if the search plan Pc ∈ Colony is lexicographically optimal (or
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No

Model name

Description
equivalent) according to AL and to this criterion.
The incumbent archive Ai is updated only when a search plan
Pc ∈ Colony is lexicographically optimal with respect to the
lexicographic archive AL and only in the case where it is non
dominated and non equivalent (in terms of F) with respect to the
incumbent archive Ai.
Generation process (section 5.4.1): The transition probability is
defined by equations (43) and (44) from section 4.2.1.1.

1

LAS Ordered

The update and the generation processes of LAS Random are used.
The only difference is in the current permutation update (section
5.4.2). After a specific interval of non improvement of Ai, the next
permutation according to the lexicographic order of all permutations is
selected as the current permutation.

In the first phase of the experiment, we tested the random-permutations pheromone model (LAS
Random) and the ordered-permutations pheromone model (LAS Ordered) to determine the most
promising one. Phase 1 consisted of 10 runs of the two models on problem 4 with C = 1000, prdm =
0.1, size = 10 and interval = 100. Varying the permutations at an interval of 100 iterations allowed
Lexicographic AS to try all the criteria permutation once (in most cases). For each run, the
algorithms were stopped after 30 minutes. In the second phase of the experiment, we estimated the
impact of the parameters on the performance of Lexicographic AS using the best pheromone model
(LAS Ordered). Each configuration was evaluated for ten 30 minutes runs on the problem 4. The
following configurations were used to determine the best maximal size for AL and the best interval
to use to modify the current permutation of criteria:
•

C = 1000, prdm=0.1, size = 10, interval in {10, 25, 50, 100, 250}; and

•

C = 1000, prdm=0.1, size in {1, 3, 5, 10, 20}, interval = 100.

For phase 3, the pheromone model LAS Ordered was run on the 8 environments using the following
configuration: C = 1000, prdm = 0.1, size = 5, interval = 25.

5.6. Results and Discussion
The results of phases 1 and 2 are used to configure the algorithms while phase 3 is a comparison of
the Lexicographic AS and of the Pareto AS algorithms’ performance.
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5.6.1. Phase 1: Testing the Pheromone Models
Figure 36 and Figure 37 present the convergence results to PSET* for 10 runs of the two
pheromone models of Pareto AS and of the two pheromone models of Lexicographic AS.

Figure 36: The box plot (IQR = 1.5) for the IndGD values; all values are for 10 runs on problem 4

Figure 37: The box plot (IQR = 1.5) for the Indp values; all values are for 10 runs on problem 4
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Each run lasted 30 minutes. We allocated a low solving time to add to the problem’s complexity.
Nonetheless, 30 minutes seemed enough to compare the pheromone models in terms of
convergence and diversity. The goal is to compare the pheromone model of each algorithm in order
to see if one of the two models seems better suited.
Figure 38 presents the diversity results for 10 runs of the two pheromone models of Pareto AS
and of the two pheromone models of Lexicographic AS. Table 12 presents the mean values of each
indicator along with the mean time to last incumbent. For each algorithm, the best obtained values
are in bold font.

Figure 38: The box plot (IQR = 1.5) for the Index values; all values are for 10 runs on problem 4
Table 12: The mean values of all indicators along with mean time to last incumbent for phase 2

Algorithm

Model name

Mean time to last
incumbent (sec.)

Mean IndGD

Mean Indp

Mean Index

lower is better

higher is better

higher is better

Pareto AS

PAS Single

1390.00

0.0007

0.0342

1.2809

Pareto AS

PAS Multi

1790.02

0.0010

0.0287

1.3347

Lexicographic AS

LAS Random

1623.09

0.0020

0.0140

1.4416

Lexicographic AS

LAS Ordered

1787.05

0.0021

0.0231

1.6298

For all the algorithms, the average times to last incumbent are similar with a slightly lower mean
time for PAS Single. Since these average times are near the total allowed time (30 minutes), it
seems that all the algorithms may benefit of more solving time. The generational distance to the
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reference set indicator (IndGD) box plot shows a better performance of PAS Single in comparison to
PAS Multi. The distribution of the proportion to reference set indicator (Indp) tends to reach slightly
higher and lower values in the case of PAS Multi. PAS Single uses one pheromone table for each
action type while PAS Multi uses multiple pheromone tables for each action type (one per
criterion). The average values for the convergence indicators confirm that a single pheromone table
per action type performs better on average than multiple tables in our specific case. However, the
performance of the algorithms is influenced by many factors (e.g., the problem instance, the
definition of the transition probabilities, the algorithm’s parameters and the allowed time). Thus it is
hard to conclude which model is definitely better in terms of convergence. Moreover, the mean
value of the extent indicator (Index) indicates that PAS Multi has a better diversity than PAS Single
on average and that the Index distribution on the box plot reaches higher values for PAS Multi than
PAS Single. In view of the convergence results, we chose PAS Single as our model for phase 2.
In the case of LAS Random, the distribution of the IndGD box plot tends toward lower
generational distance values in comparison to the one of LAS Ordered (lower is better). The mean
IndGD value also favors LAS Random. On the other side, the Indp distribution is skewed toward
higher values in the case of the LAS Ordered model. LAS Ordered seems also more constant than
LAS Random according to Indp and the mean Indp value allows us to conclude that LAS Ordered is
slightly better in terms of convergence than LAS Random in our specific case. In terms of diversity,
the LAS Ordered model average performance is better than the average LAS Random model
performance. The extent box plot confirms a higher performance of LAS Ordered due to a narrower
distribution on higher values. These results and the convergence results indicate that LAS Ordered
is better suited than LAS Random for phase 2. However, LAS Random remains a feasible
alternative that could be useful when the number of criteria is high thereby producing a high
number of permutations. Currently, LAS Random chooses the next permutation randomly with the
constraint that it must be different from the current one. A possible enhancement could be to
introduce a diversity mechanism in the permutation’s selection process. We could, for instance,
retain the last few permutations to avoid choosing recent permutations.

5.6.2. Phase 2: Testing the Parameters
In phase 2, the seemingly best pheromone models of each algorithm were tested to further fine tune
the parameters. We present the deviation bars of all indicators using a confidence interval of 95%
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along with the minimum value and the maximum value for all the configurations of each algorithm.
All the results are for ten 30 minutes runs on problem 4.
Figure 39 shows the deviation bars for interval in {25, 50, 100, 250, 500} with C = 1000 and
prdm = 0.1 for the Pareto AS algorithm.

Figure 39: Pareto AS variable interval tests with C = 1000 and prdm = 0.1

All the configurations result in a similar diversity according their mean Index value. The same seems
true for the Indp value obtained with an interval of 25, 100 and 500. The IndGD indicator seems to
reach better values on the lower interval values. We chose to avoid the interval values of 250 and
500 for phase 3 since they yielded slightly worse performances according to the IndGD indicator.
Moreover, we avoided the interval value of 50 since it yielded slightly lower values according to
the confidence interval of the Indp indicator. Finally, only 25 and 100 remain and we choose 100
since its confidence interval is narrower on the Indp graph.
Figure 40 shows the deviation bars for interval in {10, 25, 50, 100, 250} with C = 1000, prdm =
0.1 and size = 10 for the Lexicographic AS algorithm. Figure 41 shows the deviation bars for size in
{1, 3, 5, 10, 20} with C = 1000, prdm = 0.1 and interval = 100 for the Lexicographic AS algorithm.
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Figure 40: Lexicographic AS variable interval tests with C = 1000, prdm = 0.1 and size = 10

Figure 41: Lexicographic AS variable size tests with C = 1000, prdm = 0.1 and interval = 100

In view of the IndGD indicator, it seems that a higher interval is better since it produces a lower
generational distance value. However, the higher interval values yield lower Indp values and a lower
proportion to the reference set indicates a potentially worse convergence. The Index indicator tends
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to favor a lower interval value. We chose an interval value of 25 for phase 3 since it obtained good
Index and IndGD values and a slightly higher proportion to the reference set value in general.
In section 5.4.2, we mentioned that the Lexicographic archive’s size may act as a variable
tolerance factor to increase the variety in the pheromone update process. According to the general
tendency of the Index indicator, it seems that higher mean extent values are reached when the
algorithm uses a larger lexicographic archive. A higher diversity in the incumbent archive may be
the result of a higher variety in the pheromone update process. We chose a lexicographic archive
size of 5 for phase 3 since it allows good diversity (according to the Index indicator) while allowing
good convergence (according to the IndGD and Indp the indicators).

5.6.3. Phase 3: Comparing Lexicographic AS to Pareto AS
All the tests of phase 3 were run using the retained configurations from phase 1 and phase 2. Table
13 presents the mean values of each indicator along with the mean time to last incumbent. For each
problem, the best obtained values are in bold font.
Table 13: The mean values of all indicators along with mean time to last incumbent for phase 3

Env.
No

Mean time to last
incumbent (sec.)

Mean IndGD

Mean Indp

Mean Index

lower is better

higher is better

higher is better

Par. AS

Lex. AS

Par. AS

Lex. AS

Par. AS

Lex. AS

Par. AS

Lex. AS

0

14.19

88.15

0.0023

0.1008

0.7400

0.6000

1.6629

1.6754

1

16.33

274.20

0.0189

0.0170

0.0647

0.0765

1.5332

1.5557

2

78.03

891.55

0.0013

0.0077

0.0531

0.0469

1.0565

1.5843

3

135.45

1169.23

0.0016

0.0037

0.0194

0.0805

0.9723

1.5718

4

1081.90

1796.09

0.0011

0.0026

0.0527

0.0473

1.3357

1.6748

5

839.38

2386.10

0.0011

0.0029

0.0557

0.0443

1.3800

1.6177

6

4439.12

4766.11

0.0025

0.0176

0.0730

0.0270

1.0683

1.5961

7

11079.89

11000.33

0.0014

0.0045

0.0773

0.0227

1.2002

1.3454

Figure 42 and Figure 43 show the box plot (IQR = 1.5) of the convergence indicators IndGD and
Indp. All values are for 10 runs on all the problem instances. Comparing the apparently good
convergence results on problem 0 (in terms of the Indp indicator) to the apparently worse
convergence results on the larger instances allow us to conclude that the allowed solving time was
relatively short considering the problems’ complexity (see Table 9 of section 5.5). For problems 1
to 7, the proportion of solutions from the incumbent archive entering the reference set is low; the
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Indp value is below 0.4 for all these runs. Even for problem 0, Pareto AS obtained an Indp value of
0.4 once and Lexicographic AS obtained an Indp value of 0.6 for all its runs.

Figure 42: The box plot (IQR = 1.5) for the IndGD values obtained by Pareto AS (left) and Lexicographic AS (right)

Figure 43: The box plot (IQR = 1.5) for the Indp values obtained by Pareto AS (left) and Lexicographic AS (right)

It seems that some solutions are out of reach for Lexicographic AS since it obtained a constant
but suboptimal value on the simplest problem. Our hypothesis is that its solving process does not
have a strong enough bias towards some specific solutions space’s subspaces while having too
much bias towards others. By looking at the UpdateLexicographic function (section 5.4.2), we see
that the current criteria permutation Perm holds true for all action types (the search unit’s moves
and its effort allocations) and that there is only one global pheromone and incumbent archive update
process even if there are more than one action type. Recalling that two action types influence the
COS criterion and that there is one pheromone table per action type, we believe that the effort
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pheromone table may not receive enough updates when the COS criterion does not have the highest
priority.
Considering the convergence indicator mean values and distributions, it appears that Pareto AS
performs better in terms of convergence than Lexicographic AS on problem 0. However, for larger
problems, the two algorithms have a similar performance even if Pareto AS is slightly better in
terms of mean Indp and mean IndGD values on most problems. Recalling the point we made about
the bias of Lexicographic AS, we may assume that Pareto AS would obtain better results on the
long run. However, even if better results are shown on smaller problems or on shorter runs, it does
not mean that Pareto AS will scale better than Lexicographic AS. For instance, Lexicographic AS
obtained a higher Indp mean value than Pareto AS on problems 1 and 3 and the Indp values’
distribution tends toward higher values for Lexicographic AS than for Pareto AS on instances 1 and
3 even if it obtained a slightly worse average performance on other instances. The IndGD
distributions and mean values show a better performance of Pareto AS for all the instances except
for problem 1 where the mean IndGD value is lower for Lexicographic AS and where the IndGD
distribution tends toward lower values for Pareto AS.
Figure 44 shows the box plot (IQR = 1.5) of the convergence indicator Index. All values are for
10 runs on all the problem instances.

Figure 44: The box plot (IQR = 1.5) for the Index values obtained by Pareto AS (left) and Lexicographic AS (right)

Lexicographic AS performs better in terms of diversity than Pareto AS according to the mean Index
value and to its distribution. However, no conclusion may be drawn with certainty, since the
apparently higher diversity may be the result of its inferior convergence performance on problems
0, 2, 4, 5, 6 and 7. On the other hand, it is interesting to note that the performance of Lexicographic
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AS in terms of Index is higher than the one of Pareto AS on problems 1 and 3 and that it
simultaneously obtained a better convergence than Pareto AS in terms of Indp.
The two algorithms seem to have a similar performance according to our current experimental
results. Even if Pareto AS is slightly better in terms of convergence than Lexicographic AS, the
performance of the two algorithms is similar and the low proportion to reference set value (Indp)
potentially indicates that the two algorithms need more time to allow full convergence. Table 14
compares the mean time to last incumbent (in minutes) to the total allowed time (in minutes) along
with the ratio of the mean time on the allowed time for each problem. A ratio near 1.0 indicates that
the algorithm consumed most of the allowed time in average and potentially indicates that a higher
allowed time may improve the algorithm’s performance.
Table 14: A comparison of the allowed time to the time to last incumbent

Env.

Allowed
time
(minutes)

No

Mean time to last incumbent
(minutes)

Ratio
(Mean time / Allowed
time)

Par. AS

Lex. AS

Par. AS

Lex. AS

0

3

0.24

1.47

0.079

0.490

1

5

0.27

4.57

0.054

0.914

2

15

1.30

14.86

0.087

0.991

3

20

2.26

19.49

0.113

0.974

4

30

18.03

29.93

0.601

0.998

5

40

13.99

39.77

0.350

0.994

6

80

73.99

79.44

0.925

0.993

7

185

184.66

183.34

0.998

0.991

For most problems, the ratio of the mean time to last incumbent over the allowed time to last
incumbent obtained by Lexicographic AS is higher than the one obtained by Pareto AS. This result
is a positive one for Lexicographic AS since it indicates that more allowed time may result in a
better convergence. Considering the ratios obtained by Pareto AS and the low Indp values, it is not
clear whether the algorithm may dramatically improve its convergence on problems 0 to 5. As a
result, we believe that the pheromone reinitialization interval may not be enough as a diversification
mechanism to avoid local optima. For Lexicographic AS, the higher ratios are encouraging but one
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must keep in mind that the current algorithm’s implementation tends to be caught in local optima in
some cases (e.g., the Indp results on problem 0).

Chapter 6

Conclusion and General Discussion

In this research project, we developed the OSPV problem formulation where we generalized the
classical OSP problem by introducing inter-region visibility. We thus defined a path planning
problem where the goal (search object) is of uncertain location and detectability. Our novel
formulation enabled us to take into account terrain visibility constraints and to define the general
concept of accessibility graphs and our own view of visibility graphs. The concepts are applicable
to both structured and unstructured environments and can be enhanced with discretization methods
from path planning.
The first OSPV problem formulation [6] that we developed used a discrete and unitary detection
model (i.e., one discrete unit of search effort is available per time step). This model, where the
detection (pod) function varies as a function of the source region and of the destination region, was
presented along with a MILP model solved by ILOG CPLEX 11.2 as a proof of concept and is the
basis of subsequent work. We then extended the detection model to the case where the search unit
allocates a fixed number of discrete search effort units (e.g., sensor’s scans) to a subset of visible
regions at each time step. This allowed us to enhance the expressivity of the original model [55] that
now encompasses a larger class of problems.
On the algorithmic side, the first phase of this project addressed a single criterion formulation
with a specific detection model using an exponential detection function varying as a function of a
discrete search effort (in number of observations or scans). We therefore introduced an
experimental framework in C++ that is flexible enough to allow the use of ILOG CPLEX as a
generic problem solver and the introduction of the ant search (AS) algorithm; an application of the
ACO metaheuristic to the OSPV problem. The first variant included an egalitarian pheromone
update paradigm where all the candidate solutions update the pheromone trails at a given iteration.
The second variant applied an elitist pheromone update paradigm where the pheromone trails are
updated only when a new incumbent solution is found. We observed that AS is a promising
technique that may benefit from OSPV-specific heuristics and diversification mechanisms. AS
performed well in finding high quality search plans in short time (compared to our MILP model and
ILOG CPLEX).
The second phase of the project involved a multi-criteria extension of the OSPV problem. To our
knowledge, this is the first extension of an OSP-related problem to the multi-criteria case. We first
introduced two new criteria based on the search plan’s safety (i.e., CH) and complexity (i.e., TPL).
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While further enhancing the OSPV problem expressivity and realism, the new criteria added to its
complexity. We adopted a Pareto-based approach to multi-criteria problem solving and we
proposed and compared two ACO-based algorithms to solve the multi-criteria problem’s extension.
The first algorithm, Pareto AS, is an adaptation of Pareto ACO developed by Doerner et al. (e.g.,
[12]). We developed two pheromone models for our adaptation of Pareto ACO. The first one, PAS
Multi, is closer to the original algorithm and used one pheromone table per criterion per action type.
The second one, PAS Single, used one single pheromone table per action type. Our second
algorithm, Lexicographic AS, adopted a lexicographic pheromone update process that periodically
varies the criteria priority order to construct an incumbent archive of non-dominated solutions. The
two algorithms aim at approximating the Pareto set that is the set of all Pareto optimal solutions. We
saw that the two algorithms may benefit of a better diversification mechanism to favor the solutions
space exploration. Even if the performance of the two algorithms is close, we saw that Pareto AS
performed slightly better than Lexicographic AS in terms of convergence. In view of our results, we
conclude that the two techniques are efficient at finding a search plans’ set representing the tradeoff between the introduced criteria and that the two techniques are successful in terms of both
convergence to the Pareto optimal set and diversity of their incumbent archive.
Further work and experiments include the refinement of our current techniques and the
evaluation of new ones (including other meta-heuristics, constrained programming and hierarchical
solving approaches). On the multi-criteria side, the OSPV problem formulation may be extended to
introduce new aspects of practical search operations. We may, for instance, consider third-party
threat, operational costs or time to detection. Moreover, the multiple search units case should be
investigated since real life operations rarely consider a single search unit. On the formulation side,
we used a generic and discrete detection model that can advantageously be extended by introducing
practical allocation constraints (e.g., rectangular search effort allocations, field of vision) and real
sensors’ capabilities. On the practical side, it could be useful to investigate real-time re-planning
mechanisms and online algorithms.
In conclusion, we attained our objectives of extending the OSP problem and enhanced its
expressivity to take into account terrain visibility constraints. With such a visibility tool, the planner
is able to know what is visible from each environment’s region. Along with the accessibility graph
concept, the introduced visibility criterion provides the basis to plan lower level search plans taking
into account realistic environmental and operational features and constraints such as obstacles,
threat and safety influencing real-life operations for both manned and unmanned patrols. Moreover,
we successfully developed solving techniques for both single criterion and multi-criteria cases.
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